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ACCOUNTING

The work presented in this thesis pursues further the understanding of fuel spray, combustion, performance, and emissions in an internal combustion engine. Various experimental techniques including x-ray radiography, injection rate measurement, and in-cylinder endoscopy are employed in this work to characterize the effects of various upstream conditions such as injection rate profile and fuel physical properties.

Non-evaporating sprays are studied under engine-like ambient densities at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) of Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). The x-ray radiography technique is used to obtain detailed information regarding the fuel mass distribution in the spray with high temporal and spatial resolution. A single spray plume from a 6-hole full-production Hydraulically Actuated Electronically Controlled Unit Injector (HEUI) nozzle is isolated using a specialized shield. Two different injection pressures were investigated and parameters such as spray penetration, cone angle, and spray velocity were obtained. Differences are found between the initial rate of injection as calculated from x-ray data and that measured from a Bosch-type rate meter. The data acquired with x-ray radiography is used for the development and validation of improved Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) models.

Rate of injection is further studied using the same HEUI from the x-ray studies in a single cylinder Caterpillar test engine. The injection rate profile is altered to have three levels of initial injection pressure rise (100% ERS – fastest rise rate, 50% ERS – medium rise rate, 0% ERS – slowest rise rate). This concept seeks to decrease the amount of fuel initially injected into the cylinder, thus decreasing the pre-mix burn phase, lowering temperature, and thus decreasing NOx emissions. Combustion behavior, engine performance, and emissions information was acquired for the three rate profile variations discussed above. For a constant delivery, the start of injection (SOI) timing is held constant and then adjusted to align the location of 50% mass fraction burned (CA50) for each rate shape. It is found that the NOx emission
reduction is achieved when the SOI timing is constant at the penalty of lower power generated in the cycle. However, if CA50 is aligned amongst the three profiles, the NOₓ emissions and power are constant with a slight penalty in CO emissions.

Finally, the influence of physical parameters of the fuel is examined in a study of the heavy alcohol, phytol (C₂₀H₄₀O), in internal combustion engine application. The physical and chemical properties of phytol and diesel are similar, excepting the lower vapor pressure and higher viscosity of phytol compared to diesel. Phytol is blended with diesel in 5% (P5), 10% (P10), and 20% (P20) by volume in order to achieve greater agreement in these values. Given the same injection commands to the engine’s Electronic Control Unit (ECU), small differences are present in the total amount of fuel injected which may be caused by differences in physical properties of the fuel. Combustion behavior is similar between pure diesel and the phytol/diesel blends with small differences noted in peak cylinder pressure, ignition delay, and heat release rate in the premix burn phase. Diesel/phytol blends yield marginally lower power values due to the lower amount of energy in the phytol. In-cylinder soot radiation images show combustion instability at the start of the event for the 20% phytol/diesel blend. Overall, NOₓ emissions are comparable across the different fuels used and no discernible trend is found in CO emissions.
1. INTRODUCTION

Parts of this chapter have been previously published as:


1.1 Background

Diesel engines continue to be the favored power source in heavy-duty use, primarily in truck engines, marine application, as well as a leader in the automotive sector in Europe, because of their high efficiency and power density. In spite of many advances in diesel technology, an ongoing quest for cleaner-burning, more efficient diesel engines continues. In addition, there is a desire for decreasing dependence on fossil fuels through the use of alternate sources such as biofuels. Because of their vast global use, further improvements in the capabilities of diesel engines would have significant impact.

Inherently, diesel engines produce high NO\textsubscript{x} and soot emissions which must be reduced to meet clean air regulations. Many aftertreatment techniques such as particulate filters for soot, and catalysts for NO\textsubscript{x}, are used to alleviate some of the high emissions problems [1]. Carcinogenic effects and other detrimental health consequences of inhaling diesel emissions motivate even further reduction in NO\textsubscript{x} and soot. While aftertreatment methods are effective to meet current standards, reduction in raw emissions from the engine are necessary to further decrease the amount of harmful toxins released to the air. NO\textsubscript{x} generation
and particulate formation in diesel engines are influenced by fuel injection characteristics, such as fuel penetration, liquid atomization, and mixing of fuel and air [2,3].

Improved fuel-air mixing can produce more efficient combustion and lower particulate emissions. The mixing process is governed by injection characteristics and spray processes. Therefore enhancements to the fuel injection process would aid in decreasing the amount of unburned fuel and reduce the level of harmful emissions. The injection characteristics depend on factors such as the needle lift dynamics and inner nozzle flow behavior, while the spray processes are influenced by aerodynamics outside the nozzle. Considerable research has focused on the characterization of the influence of several injection parameters, including ambient and injection pressures, nozzle orifice shape, etc. on fuel spray development [2,3,4,5,6,7]. Different fuel injection strategies such as varied injection timings, multiple injection events per cycle, and alternate rate of injection profiles have also been used to alter emission characteristics [8,9,10]. Establishing correlations between near nozzle flow behavior and fuel spray, and diesel engine performance and emissions will augment the capability of designing more efficient diesel engines.

The present work explores the effects of several parameters on fuel spray, combustion, performance, and emissions. The initial portion of the study, investigates fuel spray from a full-production, six-hole fuel injector is investigated using the x-ray radiography technique established by Powell et al. [11] at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). This fuel injector is then studied in a single-cylinder Caterpillar engine where performance and emissions data are collected. In-cylinder endoscopy is used to record images of the combustion which can be used for temperature and soot production analysis. Fuel injection rate is varied to observe the effects on combustion and emissions. Finally, a heavy alcohol, phytol (C_{20}H_{40}O), is used as a blending agent with the diesel. Detailed experimental data such as that acquired in the present work
not only leads to further understanding of the spray behavior from the injector, but also provides valuable knowledge to enhance computational modeling capabilities.

1.2 Synopsis

The following section of this chapter serves to provide some background on the various aspects of this study. Relevant topics include fundamental engine, injection, combustion, and emissions processes.

1.2.1 Compression Ignition Engine

The compression ignition (CI) engine was created in the 1890s by Rudolf Diesel in Europe. The diesel engine has been a leader in the production of power worldwide. Although diesel engines yield higher efficiency than their spark-ignited counterparts, they are notorious for their poor emissions signature. The high production of soot and nitrogen oxides (NOₓ) by diesel engines has driven much research in the field with the goal of reducing these pollutant emissions [12]. Diesel combustion relies on the efficient mixing of fuel and air under the appropriate pressure and temperature conditions.

![Diagram of diesel engine combustion](image)

Figure 1. Diagram of diesel engine combustion
There are various stages of diesel combustion in the CI engine as can be seen in Figure 1. The fuel injector introduces liquid fuel into the combustion chamber which is filled with compressed fresh charge of air. The liquid fuel jet penetrates the combustion chamber where various parameters influence the atomization and vaporization of the resultant fuel spray. The first stage in the combustion process is the ignition delay, or the time between the start of fuel injection to the time of ignition. During this period, the fuel vaporizes and blends with the air in the cylinder. The duration of this delay is affected by many factors. For example, higher temperature and higher density of the surrounding gas will shorten the ignition delay. Meanwhile, lower amounts of oxygen in the charge will lengthen the ignition delay. This can be caused by adding diluents such as exhaust gas recirculation (EGR).

The piston is continually moving towards top dead center (TDC) which causes an increase of pressure and temperature. Once the cylinder conditions are appropriate, autoignition occurs. The fuel-air mixture developed in the ignition delay period will burn in the premix combustion phase. During this stage, heat release rates are high as the burning mixture joins fuel which is becoming burn-ready. The fuel becomes partially oxidized during the premix combustion.

After the fuel in the mixture generated in the ignition delay has completely burned in the premix phase, the diffusion or mixing-controlled burn phase begins. Pressure and temperature continue to rise through the start of this combustion phase. Injection is still taking place introducing new fuel droplets to the mixture of air and partially-burned products from the premix phase. These droplets are heated as they entrain ambient gas that is now at an elevated temperature from the premix burn. Throughout the diffusion burn, the high temperatures lead to rapid chemical kinetics and therefore combustion is governed by the rate at which the mixture of air and fuel grows suitable for burning.

The late combustion phase continues into the expansion stroke. The chemical kinetics slows down as the gas temperature decreases and the availability of oxygen becomes lower. Any unburned fuel along
with remaining energy in the combustion products are released. This process continues to slow down as the cylinder temperature drops [12].

1.2.2 Fuel Injection and Spray

Fuel enters the combustion chamber through a specialized injector that is appropriate for the application at hand. Understanding the fuel injection is important since proper atomization and spray of the fuel leads to more efficient burning and lower resultant emissions.

*Inner Nozzle Flow*

Inner nozzle flow is highly transient and has an impact on the resulting fuel spray. Turbulence and cavitation are generated during this stage. Cavitation is the generation of fuel vapor bubbles in the liquid flow caused when local pressure falls below the fuel’s vapor pressure. Injection pressures and velocities are very high in the modern diesel engine causing shear stresses and high pressure gradients that create cavitation bubbles. Parameters such as nozzle geometry [mini-sac vs. valve-covered orifice (VCO), curvature, conicity, and length of the orifice, and number of holes], injector needle lift profile, imposed pressure gradient, and fuel properties (surface tension, viscosity, vapor pressure) can have effect on the inner nozzle flow.

Cavitation and turbulence generated at this stage can be both detrimental and beneficial to the injection process. In a positive way, they can lead to better break-up and atomization of the fuel during the initial part of spray yielding smaller droplets that burn more efficiently in the combustion process. On the contrary, cavitation bubbles can decrease the effective flow area of the fuel and cause additional wear on the injector nozzle.
Primary Spray Breakup

The movement of the injector needle controls fuel flow out of the nozzle. The fuel is at a high pressure and moves at a high speed out of the injector nozzle. Cavitation produced within the inner nozzle is advected into the fuel spray. This initial part of the fuel spray is called the primary breakup region and occupies a small length away from the nozzle exit. Continuous effort is given to characterize this part of the spray. It is believed that there are multiple phenomena affecting the breakup in this regime including aerodynamics between the liquid and gas phases, implosion of cavitation bubbles from the inner nozzle flow, and turbulence-induced breakup of the liquid jet [13].

Secondary Spray Breakup

The secondary spray breakup region refers to the further breakup of the droplets formed in the primary breakup regime to those with smaller diameter [14]. The spray entrains the surrounding gas and turbulence continues to affect the breakup. As inertial forces overcome surface tension forces, the aerodynamic forces cause the droplets to deform and eventually breakup into those of smaller diameter.

1.2.3 Combustion and Emissions

The fuel is injected into hot combustion chamber, where it entrains sufficient air for reaction. As has been discussed in the previous section, fuel vaporizes and mixes with air during the ignition delay before autoignition occurs and the premix burn phase begins. Fuel that has not had adequate time for mixing with the ambient air in the ignition delay along with new fuel being injected, burns as it is mixing in the diffusion burn phase. The conceptual model of direct-injected diesel combustion of Dec [15] is based on experimentally-acquired laser images and gives further insight into the process (shown in Figure 2).
Much of the combustion in a CI engine involves a lifted flame [12] as can be seen in the diagram where the combustion takes place some distance away from the nozzle exit. This distance along the axis of the fuel plume between the injector tip and where reaction first occurs is called the lift-off length. In this case, reaction indicates the presence of OH radical in an excited state [16].

During the premixed combustion phase, there is a lack of fresh air which results in a fuel-rich environment. The fuel begins to break down and form poly-aromatic hydrocarbons that are precursors of soot. Throughout the mixing-controlled (diffusion burn) stage of combustion, the fuel passes through the fuel-rich premixed combustion zone to the turbulent diffusion flame on the external rim of the plume. Fuel that is oxidized partially from rich premixed reaction produces partially burned products that lead to the formation of soot. Most of this soot is burned off during the late combustion phase and what remains
is emitted in the engine exhaust. While high temperatures at the peripheral diffusion flame lead to the reduction of particulates, they also lead to the generation of NO\textsubscript{x} emissions.

Much effort has been put into the reduction of harmful emissions from the diesel engine. Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) has been employed to reduce NO\textsubscript{x} emissions. This technique uses a portion of the exhaust gas in the intake stroke to displace fresh air thus reducing the amount of available oxygen and lowering the effective air-fuel ratio. The addition of exhaust gas increases the specific heat of the intake mixture and consequently lowers flame temperature. This decrease in temperature brings about a reduction in NO\textsubscript{x} emissions at the cost of increased PM emissions and harmful soot deposits on engine components, which can reduce the life of the engine. Diesel Particulate Filters (DPF) are effective in trapping and removing PM in exhaust, while Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) systems convert NO\textsubscript{x} emissions to nitrogen and water.

1.3 Literature Survey

The literature review covers topics relevant to the present study. The information is divided into sections so that it can be more easily followed.

1.3.1 Fuel Spray Studies

Diesel sprays have been investigated through an extensive use of optical diagnostic techniques. Siebers [17] used Mie-scattered light imaging to perform extensive studies of diesel sprays with varied injection pressure, nozzle geometry and ambient conditions. It was observed that the liquid length of the spray is more sensitive to ambient conditions (gas density and temperature) rather than the nozzle geometry and injection pressure. Arcoumanis et al. [18] used laser techniques to investigate diesel sprays from multi-hole injectors, and observed spray tip penetration and velocity to be dependent on the frequency of injection. However, optical methods, while providing valuable information have intrinsic
limitations. Because of the high density of the droplets near the nozzle, most optical methods are ineffective in this region. The dense area close to the nozzle exit scatters visible light, making optical measurements ineffectual until further downstream in the spray. Consequently, for typical high-speed sprays resulting from a diesel fuel injector, it is difficult to obtain quantitative information with sufficient temporal and spatial resolutions, since high spray density near the nozzle prevents the acquisition of such data.

X-ray radiography has been used extensively for many applications including the study of fuel sprays. Fuel droplets in the spray cause much scatter in light which limits the capability of optical techniques, however, x-rays are absorbed by the fuel which make this technique appealing for investigating fuel sprays, particularly in the near-nozzle area where the density is high. Comprehensive spray characteristics such as the cone angle and spray penetration can be obtained by both optical and x-ray methods. However, x-ray radiography yields quantitative data with fine temporal and spatial resolution. In addition, this absorption of x-rays permits the measurement of the mass distribution of the fuel in the spray which is not attainable using optical methods.

The x-ray radiography technique has been used extensively to study single-hole research nozzles at pressure conditions lower than those of characteristic diesel engines [19,20,21,22]. Measurements at higher ambient pressures are challenging because of limitations in the design of the specialized narrow-slit windows and the high level of x-ray extinction that would result from the additional fill gas in the spray chamber [22,23].

Multi-hole nozzles are commonly used to improve the mixing in the engine cylinder. Spray from a multi-hole nozzle differs from that of a single-hole nozzle due to internal flow differences inside the nozzle. A study of large-scale and standard-sized nozzled by Soteriou et al. [24] showed that cavitation is asymmetric as it develops and propagates through the orifice. In addition, multi-hole nozzles will have
increased turbulence in comparison to single-hole nozzles. Chaves et al. [25] performed studies of fuel spray using a real-scale transparent nozzle using optical techniques. Payri et al. [26] used optical techniques to examine the global spray behavior in the first 15 mm of the spray from a non-isolated 6-hole common rail injector. The spray tip penetration in the transient region was observed to behave differently than in the steady state region. Application of x-ray radiography to multi-hole nozzles is quite challenging due to the difficulty of obtaining adequate spray isolation. It is desired that only a single plume of interest sprays freely in the direction normal to the x-ray beam without interference from neighboring spray plumes. This requires significant design considerations. Leick et al. [27] used a multi-hole, common rail, single fluid injection system where a single plume was isolated and investigated spray behavior using x-ray radiography under ambient density conditions corresponding to those in a typical automobile engine. They used a near production nozzle to investigate the spray from three orifices at two different gas densities, and observed that the ambient density has a relatively minor effect on the mass distribution. In addition, the mass distributions obtained in this study indicated the absence of a pure liquid core in the spray, suggesting rapid mixing of gas and liquid near the nozzle.

In the present work, non-evaporating spray from a multi-hole production diesel injector is studied at engine-like ambient density using the x-ray radiography technique. A single spray plume from the six-hole tip is isolated using a special shield that deflects the additional plumes so as not to interrupt the internal nozzle dynamics. The plume of interest is studied throughout the entire injection event from the initial transient stage where flow is highly affected by the needle dynamics through to the steady state fully developed spray. The injector used is a full-production nozzle that includes any geometry flaws, surface irregularities, etc. that are present in the injectors in practical engine application. Since the aforementioned manufacturing characteristics will have an effect on injector operation and resultant fuel spray, this study allows for analysis more representative fuel spray. In addition, the same nozzle that is
used in x-ray experiments is used in engine experiments where performance and emissions are also measured.

As mentioned earlier, the x-ray radiography possesses the unique capability of obtaining fuel mass measurements in the dense near-nozzle region. This comprehensive experimental data can be used for validation and improvement of existing spray models. Also in regards to modeling, non-evaporating sprays offer a more rigorous evaluation for liquid breakup and atomization models in the near nozzle region, since the uncertainties related to reacting flow models (such as evaporation, ignition, combustion etc.) can be isolated. Some recent studies have attempted to use x-ray data for spray model validation. Tanner et al. [28,29] employed a Cascade atomization and droplet breakup (CAB) model and compared the liquid penetration and transverse mass distribution with x-ray measurements. However the rate of injection (ROI) profile was not known for injection conditions and injection velocities were determined by an iterative process to match the spray penetration. In the present study, the ROI was determined from a Bosch rate meter coupled with x-ray measurements, thus reducing the uncertainty associated with injection velocities.

With a primary objective of improving emissions, the study of the diesel spray is performed with intentions of expanding knowledge regarding its performance in actual engine-like conditions. Although diesel sprays have been extensively studied, there is still much to be learned about fuel sprays, especially near the nozzle exit where optical techniques are not very effective. The use of a production diesel injector allows for engine testing using the same equipment as was used with x-ray radiography.
1.3.2 **Fuel Injection Strategies**

Varied fuel injection strategies have been used in efforts to improve emissions without compromising power and performance [30,31,32,33,34]. Some of these such strategies include altered start of injection timings, multiple injections, and varied rate of injection profile.

Injection rate shaping is a technique which aims to lower NO\textsubscript{x} emissions with little penalty in soot production and brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC). In this approach, less fuel is injected in the initial stages of injection, forming what is called a “boot shape” profile. The initial rise of heat release can lead to high local temperatures and the production of NO\textsubscript{x} [12]. Injection rate modulation is designed to decrease the availability of fuel in the ignition delay period and limit the initial heat release rate. The injection pressure rises later in the event and enhances mixing [35]. An exaggerated sample profile is presented in Figure 3 with the lower quantity of fuel injected at the start of the event.

![Figure 3. Illustration of boot injection rate shape compared with standard rate shape.](image-url)
Fisher and Mueller performed a study with non-reacting sprays on liquid length comparing a common rail injection system with a HEUI in a single cylinder optical engine [36]. These two systems have different injection rate profiles, with the common rail having more of a top-hat shape, while the HEUI possesses a more gradual initial rise in fuel injection rate. Injection conditions were matched as closely as possible between the two injection systems. Engine speed was maintained constant while SOI timing, injection pressure, and duration were varied for the two different fuels. It was found that difference in injection pressure had little influence on in-cylinder liquid length for both the common rail and HEUI systems at their test conditions. In addition, the difference of rate shape between the two systems did not have a significant impact on the liquid length observed in the engine cylinder. While the ratio between the ROI of the two systems reached as high as 3, the ratio between the liquid lengths generated by the two systems at the varied conditions remained near unity (~1.2).

Desantes et al. performed an extensive study on the effects of rate variation on combustion and engine emissions [35,37]. In this work, a single-cylinder engine was used with a controlled unit pump injection system. The injection rate was controlled using a modified solenoid valve. Three different boot shape profiles, in addition to the standard baseline, were used at three speed-load conditions. They found that NOx emissions were reduced with the boot profiles, especially as the boot injection pressure is decreased and boot duration is lengthened. The use of boot profiles lengthens the injection time, and thus, BSFC and soot emissions increase. However, in their studies of combustion, they found that their main objective of reducing the premix burn phase was not achieved when using the boot profiles. Conversely, effects on the diffusion burn were more evident. Longer boot duration yielded less efficient mixing, producing increased soot emissions. Greater injection pressure during boot portion improved mixing, giving quicker burning rates and increased NOx emissions with decreased soot. They concluded that with their particular setup, boot injection profiles were most useful in high load condition where the NOx reduction compensates for the increased soot.
Beck and Chen used an electronic unit injector to generate boot injection profile and observed 50% reduction in NO\textsubscript{x} while increasing BSFC by 1\% [38]. Herzog et al. made suggestions on specific conditions for the optimum characteristics of the boot profile [39]. At higher engine speeds Herzog recommends longer boot duration with a reduced main injection pressure. In conjunction with the conditional benefits of the boot profile, Ghaffarpour and Baranescu performed a numerical study showing that at low load and medium speed, boot injection is not beneficial [31].

1.3.3 Bio-Fuels in Compression Ignition Engine

With the ever-growing need to reduce dependence on fossil fuels, bio-derived fuels are of global interest. It is projected that the fossil fuel demand will triple during the 30 year span from 1990-2020 [40]. With the increased use of fossil fuel by the transportation sector, comes an increase in harmful pollutant byproducts. Alternative fuels are being pursued worldwide, but each must be evaluated on an individual basis, analyzing each fuel’s advantages and disadvantages. According to Agarwal [40], there are four major factors affecting the usage of biodiesel. The first being any necessary changes in current hardware if the biofuel were used. If extensive modification is necessary to use a certain biofuel, it is not likely to be implemented. The second factor is an expansive infrastructure for processing of the fuel. The third factor involves the environmental impact of the alternative fuel. If it proves to be more polluting to the current fossil fuel, it is not an acceptable alternative. Lastly, cost to the end user impacts the feasibility of a fuel’s implementation. Excessive cost to the consumer that is associated with the use, maintenance, equipment wear, and hardware life as a result of using the alternative fuel will impede the use of the alternative fuel.

Biofuels can be made from both edible and non-edible feedstock and differ in origin based on what is in demand in a specific locale. For example, fuels generated from wheat and sugar beet are popular in Europe [41], Karanja and Jatropha are popular in south Asian countries, while corn and soy based biofuel is popular in North America. Alternative fuels can help improve the well-being of energy usage in the
transportation sector by developing renewable fuel sources while concurrently reducing transportation-based emissions. A major challenge is to identify fuels that are compatible with the existing compression ignition engine infrastructure.

Second-generation biofuels play an integral role in the global objective of cultivating various sources of clean renewable energy. Using such biofuels for blending could extend the duration of petrodiesel use in CI applications. An integrated effort to develop second-generation biofuels while maintaining engine operation concepts would be timely. Such an approach could expedite the incorporation of second-generation biofuels as blending agents for CI engine applications.

Biodiesels from different feedstocks, such as edible and non-edible land plants, waste oils, animal fats and algae, have been extensively investigated as blending agents for CI operation [42,43,44,45,46,47]. The United States Department of Agriculture has identified cuphea-methyl ester as a feasible blending fuel because of the similarity between its physical properties to those of diesel [48,49]. Hydro-treated vegetable oil (HVO), possesses promising CI engine qualities and is compatible with the current diesel infrastructure which has attracted the consideration of countries in Europe [50,51]. Bio-derived alcohols, like butanol and ethanol, have been investigated in the past decade as blending agents for diesel fuel. Hansen et al. [52] performed research on ethanol-diesel blends and concluded that further studies are needed to ensure long-term engine durability when these fuel blends are used. Rakopoulos et al. [53,54] blended butanol and diesel at 8% and 16% by volume and analyzed the combustion performance of a multi-cylinder, direct-injected engine. They found a lengthened ignition delay and decrease in the maximum cylinder pressure and temperature. Iso-pentanol was also recently found to be suitable as a blending agent with gasoline for homogenous charge compression ignition (HCCI) engines [55]. The above literature search reveals that there has been a significant amount of research on incorporating first-generation biofuels in the CI engine infrastructure.
The primary motivation for the present research is to evaluate second-generation biofuels as blending agents for CI engines. Long-chain alcohols, because they have higher energy content than ethanol, butanol, and iso-pentanol, are particularly lucrative alternatives. In metabolic engineering efforts, Argonne researchers have designed strains that are produced by photosynthetic bacteria and eventually produce a heavy alcohol called phytol (C20H40O), shown in Figure 4.

![Phytol (C\textsubscript{20}H\textsubscript{40}O)](image)

Figure 4. Chemical Structure of Phytol

However, the process is still at a laboratory scale and unable to generate quantities large enough for full-scale engine experiments. Therefore, the phytol fuel samples for this research were obtained from an outside source [56]. Because of its oxygen content, phytol is predicted to be have lower particulate matter (PM) emissions in comparison to diesel [42,57]. Phytol's physical and chemical properties (cetane number, heat of combustion, density, surface tension, etc.) correspond in magnitude to those of diesel fuel, suggesting that it might be a good blending agent. Its viscosity, however, is about 20 times higher and vapor pressure is significantly lower than that of diesel fuel, which further encourages studying blends of diesel and phytol, rather than testing pure phytol as a CI engine fuel.
The present study takes a multi-step approach to perform a preliminary assessment of the feasibility of using phytol as a blending agent with diesel fuel under CI engine conditions. Three different blends of phytol (5%, 10%, and 20% by volume) with diesel (i.e. P5, P10, and P20) were studied. The first step involved assessing the physical and chemical properties of the blends. In general, the heat of combustion, density, and cetane number of all five samples were close to each other. Differences in vapor pressure and viscosity were quite significant, however, note that the vapor pressures of the phytol blends were not measured, but rather were calculated using simple mixing rules. It can be seen that blending the phytol and diesel yielded viscosities closer to that of pure diesel. Since there are significant differences in the viscosities and vapor pressures of neat diesel, neat phytol, and phytol/diesel blends the injection characteristics can be expected to differ. For instance, Som et al. [58] observed that cavitation and turbulence behavior inside the injector differed notably in soy-based biodiesel compared to diesel fuels as a result of variations in physical characteristics of the fuel such as surface tension, viscosity, and vapor pressure. Boundary conditions at the exit of the injector orifice are determined by the injector flow qualities. Turbulence and cavitation levels, and rate of injection profile affect fuel atomization and spray and thus impact the engine performance. Som et al. [13] used an integrated model method employing the recently created Kelvin Helmholtz – Aerodynamic Cavitation Turbulence (KH-ACT) primary breakup model [59]. The impact of cavitation and turbulence [60] as an artifact of nozzle flow is regarded in the spray/combustion modeling using this approach. In comparison of the soy-based biodiesel and diesel studied, it was found that differences in nozzle-flow characteristics lead to variations in spray. Specifically, the lower cavitation and turbulence in the nozzle produced slower breakup for the biodiesel yielding higher spray penetration with a smaller cone angle.

Thus, the second part of this investigation was to perform robust in-nozzle flow simulations characterizing the cavitation, turbulence, and flow characteristics of phytol and comparing them to those of diesel fuel. This exercise helps clarify the influence of viscosity and vapor pressure differences on in-
nozzle flow development. However, comprehensive computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling of phytol/diesel blends for a CI engine simulation are not currently possible. The differences in the physical and chemical properties between phytol and diesel may necessitate the development of new spray and combustion models, including new kinetic mechanisms, before this can be done. Nevertheless, the nozzle flow simulations are useful to help characterize the effects of fuel’s physical properties, especially due to the challenges associated with the experimental investigation of nozzle flow processes.

The final step of this work is to study the phytol/diesel blends in a single cylinder engine where performance and emissions information is collected. In-cylinder endoscopy was also used to visualize the combustion of the phytol/diesel blends. Since the viscosity differences between pure phytol and diesel were so large, running neat phytol in the engine was not attempted. Further details of this work are provided in the following sections. Engine and injection system durability tests were not possible because of the small amount of fuel available.

1.4 Objectives

In this work, various techniques are used to further the understanding of fuel injection and its effects on performance and combustion in an engine. This works seeks to develop the capability to study a six-hole production injector under high ambient pressures using x-ray radiography technique. Through investigation by x-ray the effects of several parameters such as nozzle geometry, injection system architecture, injection pressure, and number of orifices on the spray are studied. Near-nozzle spray information obtained in this work will supplement and fill gaps in the current data available. In addition, engine experimentation incorporating performance analysis, emissions measurements, and in-cylinder endoscopy will bolster the knowledge of injection effects. Variation of injection rate profile and usage of multiple fuels furthers the understanding of upstream conditions on fuel spray, performance, and emissions. This work seeks to improve understanding specifically in the following approaches:
Task 1: X-Ray Radiography

- Use monochromatic high intensity X-Ray source at APS to perform radiography experiments on production HEUI at test conditions that are similar to part-load engine conditions.
- Vary oil rail pressure to study the effect of injection pressure on the near nozzle spray behavior.
- Provide a high resolution data set for use in improvement of Computational Fluid Dynamic models.

Task 2: Perform a study of the variation of the rate of injection

- Use various rate injection profiles in the single cylinder engine to study effects of the boot profile on combustion and emissions.
- Make adjustments to start of injection timing to identify areas of large influence of injection rate profile.

Task 3: Study the use of alternate fuel in the engine

- Repeat engine conditions that were studied with diesel using blends of diesel and the alternative fuel, i.e., phytol.
- Use the information obtained in experiments to observe the effects of fuel properties such as viscosity and vapor pressure.
2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Parts of this chapter have been previously published as:


The work performed in this study was performed on various test equipment. Explanations of each of the systems are included below.

2.1 Hydraulically Actuated Electronically Controlled Unit Injector and Injection System

All of the studies presented in this work were performed using a hydraulically actuated, electronically controlled unit injector (HEUI) model 315B mini-sac with six holes. The full-production, mini-sac nozzle investigated is shown schematically in Figure 5. It has six cylindrical holes with diameter of 169 µm at a 126° angle as shown.

![Schematic of injector nozzle](image)

Figure 5. Schematic of injector nozzle
The main components of the HEUI injection system include: the high-pressure oil system, the fuel system, the injector control interface, and the HEUI injector itself. A schematic of the HEUI injection system is shown in Figure 6.
The HEUI performance bench provides the injector with both fuel and oil and also collects the return fluids. The temperatures and pressures of the supply fuel and oil are monitored and controlled in the bench. High pressure oil is supplied from the bench to the oil rail via a Caterpillar variable delivery high-pressure oil pump. A pressure sensor and thermocouple are attached to the rail as a check of the oil conditions, along with an additional pressure sensor which communicates with the Electronic Control Unit (ECU). The oil is then supplied to the injector where it builds fuel pressure for injection. The oil is then vented through the top of the injector and is cycled back to the bench (not shown).

The HEUI applies hydraulic pressure from the oil to raise the fuel pressure to the set value for direct injection. This is done by an internal differential piston, which multiplies the relatively modest oil rail pressure to a high fuel injection pressure. This injector uses a pressure intensification ratio of approximately 6.6 between the oil rail pressure and injection pressure. When injection pressure is greater than the pressure needed to open the needle, the fuel injection starts. Parameters such as the injection timing, duration, and quantity are controlled by a solenoid that is connected to the engine’s ECU [61]. A key feature of the HEUI injection system is the capability to modify the injection rate profile by altering the oil rail pressure. This feature is referred to Electronic Rate Shaping (ERS) and is discussed in other sections. CADetWIN software is used to control and monitor parameters such as oil rail pressure, engine speed, and injection quantity. A sample screenshot of the CADetWIN software is shown in Figure 7. Through this software the oil rail pressure (Channel 7), ERS profile (Channel 9), fuel injection quantity (Channel 16), and start of injection (SOI) timing (Channel 24) can be controlled. More detailed analysis of the HEUI injection system can be found in [62,63,64].
2.2 X-Ray Radiography

The X-ray measurements were performed at Argonne National Laboratory using the Advanced Photon Source (APS) facility, which generates a highly intense x-ray beam. The x-ray radiography technique is based on the linear absorption of the monochromatic x-ray beam passing through the spray. Because the x-ray is monochromatic, the Beer-Lambert Law can be used to relate the x-ray intensities measured before and during the spray event to the mass of fuel in the beam path.
A schematic and a top-view image of the experimental setup are shown in Figure 8. The x-ray energy of 8 keV with a narrow range (2% bandwidth) of x-ray wavelengths was selected using a monochromator. This energy provides a good compromise between absorption and penetrating power, allowing significant absorption due to the spray while maintaining sufficient intensity through the spray chamber. Vertical and horizontal x-ray slits were used to limit the beam size. Full width half maximum (FWHM) values of the beam size were 260 μm in the axial direction and 50 μm in the transverse direction.

Figure 8. (left) Top view image of experimental setup at APS (right) Schematic of experimental setup.

An avalanche photodiode (APD) with a time response faster than 5 ns is used to monitor the x-ray intensity. The APD output, which is proportional to the x-ray intensity, was recorded using a fast digitizing oscilloscope every 1 ns for a duration of 4 ms, which encompasses the entire spray event. To increase the signal-to-noise ratio, the average x-ray intensity from 128 consecutive spray occurrences is
taken at each position while maintaining time-resolved characteristics. The three-dimensional fuel density is projected into two dimensions along the x-ray beam path. Thus, the x-ray intensity is converted to projected density with units of mass per unit area as is discussed in section 3.1, with a standard deviation around 1.1 µg/mm² (slightly increased in the higher density areas of the spray). In the vertical direction, the position of the nozzle is accurate within 3-5 microns and 10-20 microns in the horizontal direction. Other works provide a discussion of the setup and technique in greater detail [20, 65, 66].

The spray chamber was mounted on high precision translation stages that moved it in two dimensions in the plane perpendicular to the x-ray beam. For each measurement condition, measurements were made at approximately 980 different coordinates. Figure 9 shows the measurement grid used in these experiments. The spatial resolution of the measurement is a function of both the size of the X-ray beam and the spacing between successive measurement points. The size of the X-ray beam is 260 µm × 50 µm. The spacing between measurement points varies across the measurement domain. Closest to the nozzle, measurements were taken each 0.2 mm in the axial direction and 0.03 mm in the transverse direction eventually progressing to the 1 mm axial and 0.07 transverse separation further downstream. It should be noted that these measurements are composite data from many different spray events. Thus, the radiography data show the persistent, ensemble average features of the spray, rather than the details of any particular spray event.
Figure 9. Measurement grid showing the position of the X-ray beam in the line-of-sight coordinate system of the spray.

The x-ray radiography technique uses line-of-sight measurements normal to the spray. For this reason, the injector mounts at an angle, and a single plume of the six on the injector nozzle is isolated during x-ray work. This was done using an angled spray chamber and a specially-designed isolation shield shown in Figure 10. Angling the spray chamber ensures that the spray is normal to the x-ray beam. The intricately designed and manufactured shield allowed the plume of interest to spray freely through the spray chamber in the direction indicated, while deflecting the remaining plumes. The shield was designed in such a way that it does not block the remaining plumes, rather it deflects them without restriction keeping the fuel dynamics inside the injector nozzle unaltered. However, the introduction of this isolation shield may change the aerodynamics slightly or interact with the spray. In other work, this injector is used
to perform engine testing, and therefore it is desirable not to alter the nozzle when performing x-ray testing.

Figure 10. Angled spray chamber, isolation shield, and hole of interest

2.3 Rate of Injection Meter

To further understand the initial dynamics of the fuel spray, rate of injection studies were conducted using a Bosch rate of injection indicator [67]. The ROI is not only important in understanding
the spray dynamics, but is also essential for CFD modeling as it provides boundary conditions for fuel injection into the combustion chamber.

Figure 11. Schematic of Rate of Injection Test Setup

Figure 11 shows a schematic of the ROI test rig used in the present study. Signals from the pressure transducer on the rate meter, the high-frequency pressure sensor on the oil rail, and a meter monitoring the current supplied to the injector solenoid were registered on a digitizing oscilloscope. In
the present experiments, simulation of the x-ray experiment was achieved by maintaining the injection ambient pressure at 30 bar. The ensemble average of 512 signal traces was obtained from the low-pass filtered (30 kHz) ROI meter pressure signal. The total injection quantity was obtained 3750 injections at each condition. This total amount of fuel is used to scale the ROI plots obtained. Rate profiles were obtained for a range of oil rail pressures and injection deliveries. It is important to note that all 6 spray plumes were measured in the ROI experiments. When making comparisons of measured ROI profiles with x-ray data, it is assumed that an average of one-sixth the total fuel quantity is injected per orifice since a single spray was isolated in the x-ray work. However, total fuel injected from all 6 holes is used when comparing the measured ROI profiles to engine data.

2.4 **Caterpillar Single Cylinder Engine and Support Equipment**

A single-cylinder, simulated turbocharged research engine is used to perform these experiments. The Caterpillar 3401E, as it is commonly called, is a single-cylinder form of the 3406E truck engine which is turbocharged, and has direct injection and air-to-air aftercooling. The 3401E engine has been retrofitted to use the Caterpillar HEUI injection system and injector discussed previously. The HEUI is centrally mounted in the cylinder head and employs the use of a support cart to provide the oil necessary for actuation. Crankshaft position information is acquired from sensors on the crankshaft (used in cylinder pressure data acquisition) and also on the camshaft (used for injection control). Engine specifications are listed in Table I. Details regarding the test equipment are to be found in the subsequent sections.
Table I. Engine Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engine Model</td>
<td>Caterpillar 3401E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bore</td>
<td>137.2 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>165.1 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Displacement</td>
<td>2.44 L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression Ratio</td>
<td>16.278:1 (measured on modified cylinder head)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combustion Air System</td>
<td>Simulated turbocharger and air-to-air aftercooler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Injection System</td>
<td>HEUI 315B, six-hole tip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injector Hole Size</td>
<td>169 micron (mini-sac), 126° Angle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.1 Cylinder Head Modifications

A previously modified cylinder head was used for this work in order to accommodate the cylinder pressure transducer and the endoscope that are discussed in subsequent sections. The cylinder head can be viewed in Figure 12. Two intake and two exhaust valves are shown in the photograph along with the center-mounted HEUI injector. The cylinder pressure transducer entry to the combustion chamber is labeled on both photographs. Additional ports were created for endoscope access into the combustion chamber.
2.4.2 **Dynamometer**

A General Electric model TG 1F 257 eddy current type dynamometer provides the load to the single cylinder engine. The measurements from the dynamometer are made using a reaction arm load cell which provides a feedback control signal. The dynamometer is controlled using a Digalog TestMate system in an absorb mode. For example, a constant speed set point is dictated in the Digalog controller. If fuel quantity is increased using CADetWIN, the engine speed will increase. The Digalog dynamometer controller will detect this increase and respond by increasing the load to maintain the engine speed at the desired set point. A flywheel and compressed air starter are located on the rear of the dynamometer rotor shaft. See Figure 13 for a view of the dynamometer setup used in this work.
2.4.3 Intake Air System

Intake air is acquired from a large air compressor in the test facility. The temperature and pressure of the air are regulated with Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) closed loop controllers in the Digalog system. These conditions are designed to simulate those of a turbocharger and aftercooler system of a typical multi-cylinder version of the Caterpillar (CAT) 3400 series engine. While the humidity of the air was not controlled, it was measured and recorded using a Vaisala metering device in order to make corrections in the exhaust emissions.
The CAT 3401 requires the use of a surge tank (Caterpillar part number 1Y3978) for dampening the unsteady airflow caused by a single-cylinder engine. The volume of the tank is 240 L which is approximately 100 times the displacement of the engine. The air in the tank is heated and controlled by the Digalog as mentioned previously. The intake air system can be viewed in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Intake air system
2.4.4 **Exhaust Air System**

A surge tank (Caterpillar part number 1Y3976) with identical geometry and volume as the intake surge tank was used for the engine exhaust. In order to simulate the back pressure normally created by a turbocharger system, a butterfly type restriction valve was located on the surge tank outlet. A PID loop in the Digalog system was used to control this valve and reach desired set points. The emissions measurements were taken after the restriction valve. The exhaust air system can be viewed in Figure 15.

![Exhaust Air System Diagram]

*Figure 15. Exhaust air system*
2.4.5 Fuel Mass Flow

A specific fueling cart was constructed so that small amounts of specialized fuel could be used in engine running. This design brought the fuel supply close to the engine so that minimal fuel was needed to fill the supply lines and thus enabled running the engine with quantities as low as 3 liters of fuel. On-board systems control temperature and pressure of the engine inlet fuel. When running on diesel, a 10-gallon reserve tank was used to supply the injector with fuel. If specialized fuel is used (i.e. Phytol blends in this work) the engine is warmed on diesel and then shut down, lines are flushed and quickly swapped to run out of a small reservoir of the precious fuel. The fueling system can be seen in Figure 16.

Figure 16. Specialized fueling system
Measurements of fuel flow are performed with an AVL 733S fueling scale balance system. This fuel balance works on a gravimetric measuring principle. A small measuring vessel is filled with a quantity of fuel from the desired fueling source (large reserve tank or smaller reservoirs). Fuel is supplied to the engine according to operator specifications while the system continuously measures the weight of the small measuring vessel [68]. This measurement is recorded into the Digalog logging system at a rate of 1 Hz. In the event that a fuel refill takes place during a data point recording, the fuel rate information is discarded and repeated.

2.4.6 **Air Mass Flow**

A Sierra Instruments model 780S mass flow meter is used to measure the engine combustion air flow. The flow meter is located upstream of the intake air surge tank and can be seen in Figure 14. This instrument is a hot-wire anemometer type flow sensor, thus a velocity sensor is heated to a temperature above the ambient gas temperature. The air cools the sensor as it passes, the constant temperature differential is maintained by electrical power that is directly proportional to the gas mass flow rate [69].

2.4.7 **Emissions Measuring Equipment**

Gaseous emissions were measured after exiting the exhaust surge tank, downstream of the butterfly restriction valve as can be seen in Figure 17. A multi-hole emissions probe was designed in accordance with the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) title 40 part 86 specifications for heavy-duty engines.
Emissions measurements were made using several pieces of equipment, including a Pierburg AMA 2000 bench with analyzers and sampling systems in accordance with CFR regulations. An image of the emissions sampling bench and analyzers can be seen in Figure 18.
NOx measurements were made with a chemiluminescent analyzer which is based on the reaction of NO with O3 to produce NO2 and O2. As NO mixes with ozone, it produces excited NO2 molecules and oxygen. As the excited NO2 reverts to its ground state it emits photons which are measured by a photodiode and is proportional to the NO concentration [70].

Hydrocarbon volumetric measurements are made using a flame ionization detector (FID). The sample gas is drawn into a hydrogen flame in the interior of the FID. A metal collector detects ions that are produced as the hydrocarbons in the sample burn. The rate of ionization is proportional to the current across the detector, and hence also to the concentration of HC in the sample gas [71].
CO and CO$_2$ measurements are made with infrared (IR) analyzers. The gas sample is collected into the apparatus where it is exposed to IR radiation. The wavelength range of radiation absorption is dependent on the type of gas being evaluated. The radiation then passes through a sample column and a reference column and then reaches a detector which evaluates the reference and measurement beams and converts them into voltage signals proportional to intensity [72].

Paramagnetic measurement is performed for O$_2$ analysis. Within the analysis chamber a magnet creates a magnetic field of high inhomogeneity. Because of their paramagnetism, oxygen molecules entering the chamber are drawn towards the area of the highest magnetic field strength. A specially shaped apparatus in the analysis cell will experience torque caused by the forces of the O$_2$ molecules and thus begin rotating. A mirror on this apparatus will deflect an incident light onto a photodetector producing an electric voltage. This electric signal is amplified and fed back until it forces the apparatus to return to equilibrium position. This current needed to produce the restoring torque directly measures the concentration of O$_2$ in the sample gas [72].

**2.4.8 Test Cell Control and Data Acquisition (Digalog)**

A Digalog testmate system is used for controlling various temperatures and pressures and for logging general engine and test cell data. Closed PID loops are used for the control of intake air pressure and temperature, exhaust back pressure, engine coolant temperature, and engine oil temperature. General data such as torque, engine speed, air mass flow, as well as data from the emissions bench and fuel scale balance are harvested by the Digalog. At each data point measurement, the Digalog records one minute of data at a rate of 1 Hz.
2.4.9 **Cylinder Pressure**

A piezoelectric, water-cooled pressure transducer (Kistler 6043) with a charge amplifier (Kistler 5010B) was used to acquire data on the cylinder pressure. The cylinder pressure transducer is calibrated on a regular basis and values are entered into the data acquisition system converting the voltage signal into a pressure reading. Cylinder pressure data was acquired using a high speed data acquisition system (either WIN600 or AVL INDICOM) and post-processed for combustion analysis.

2.4.10 **Engine Crankshaft Angle Measurement**

The crankshaft position was measured using an AVL 364X crank angle encoder disc with 720 slits and a pulse pickup (AVL part number 364G.03). The infrared light sensor creates a square wave signal depicting crank angle position with a resolution is 0.5 °CA and is brought to 0.1 °CA using a signal multiplier. The crank angle position data was used in the acquisition of cylinder pressure data and to synchronize optical imaging data. Depending on availability, two different cylinder pressure data acquisition systems were used: Hi-Techniques WIN600 or AVL IndiCOM.

2.4.11 **High Speed Data Acquisition for Combustion Analysis**

The crankshaft position signal received from the encoder and the cylinder pressure signals were recorded and processed using two different systems (depending on availability). For combustion analysis, the Hi-Techniques WIN600 system used the program REVelation, while the AVL IndiCOM system used the program Concerto. Both systems acquired multiple (100) combustion events in sequence. The signals were then processed for analysis along with statistical data.
2.5 **In-Cylinder Combustion Imaging**

Combustion visualization was performed by using a commercial endoscope system (AVL Visioscope). This system consists of a 12-bit resolution 640 × 480 pixel VGA digital color camera, and a 4-mm-diameter endoscope. A 60° endoscopic window angle was used to acquire the images presented in this work. Figure 19 shows the locations of endoscope access and a sample view of the combustion. More details regarding the endoscope system used can be found in other work [73,74].

Images can be obtained due to the luminosity of the soot during combustion. The combustion in the cylinder produces luminous flames with light intensity dependent on the number density of soot particles. It is important to note that the combustion images are obtained in a 2-dimensional line-of-sight integrated fashion. For example, the camera will capture luminosity at all x-y pixel locations by integrating in the z-direction so that combustion happening in the foreground blends with that occurring in the background at any specific pixel location. Also, each set of data comes from the ensemble average of many individual combustion events. The AVL Visioscope system receives crank angle information from the angle encoder. It takes the first image at the designated crank angle (i.e. 4 °BTDC), in the next cycle it moves over one time step (i.e. 3.5 °BTDC) and takes the next image with ½ crank angle degree resolution. These images are stitched together to create a complete combustion event at a certain engine condition. Each engine condition is repeated multiple times to provide statistical data regarding repeatability. Once the images are obtained, 2-color optical pyrometry coupling the phenomena of soot luminosity and radiation can be employed to find temperature and soot volume fraction distribution in an integrated line-of-sight fashion. AVL ThermoVision software was used to post-process the acquired images [74,75,76,77,78].
Figure 19. (top) Location of endoscope access in head, (middle) visualization of location of endoscope entry into the combustion chamber, (bottom) sample endoscope image with labeled injector tip and piston crown indicated with dashed line.
3 THEORY AND CALCULATIONS

Parts of this chapter have been previously published as:


This chapter will outline the theory behind the various techniques used in this work. It will explain governing equations and how calculations were made.

3.1 X-Ray Radiography

X-ray radiography technique is used in this work for studying the near-nozzle portion of the spray. Scattering that is seen in optical techniques is negligible in x-ray radiography because of the x-ray beam’s small cross-section and short wavelength. The x-ray intensities before and during the spray event relate to the mass of fuel in the beam path using an application of the Beer-Lambert Law as seen in equation (1).

\[
\frac{I}{I_0} = e^{-\mu M}
\]

(1)

\[
\mu = \text{absorption coefficient of the fuel, [mm}^2/\mu\text{g]}
\]

\[
M = \text{projected density of the fuel in the beam path, [\mu\text{g/mm}^2]}
\]

\[
I = \text{x-ray intensity during the spray event, [keV]}
\]

\[
I_0 = \text{x-ray intensity before the spray event, [keV]}
\]

The synchrotron x-ray produced at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) produces monochromatic x-ray beams. This monochromaticity of the x-ray beam allows for this direct relationship with only one mass attenuation coefficient. For safety reasons, instead of using diesel
in the fuel injection system, Viscor, a diesel calibration fluid, with cerium additive was used in x-ray radiography experiments. In order to find the mass attenuation coefficient, a calibration is performed at the start of the x-ray experiments. Capillary tubes filled with water, air, and the doped fuel are put in the beam. Since the mass attenuation of water and air are well known, they are used to determine the attenuation of the capillary tube and its inner diameter. The beam size and the density of the fuel are known, therefore the mass of the fuel illuminated by the x-ray beam is determined by the path length.

An in-house code called ViewScopeData8 created by Powell and Kastengren was used for post-processing data.

### 3.2 Rate of Injection

A Bosch-type ROI meter is used to measure the ROI profiles at specific injection conditions. A simplified schematic of the rate meter can be found in Figure 20. The injector mount holds the injector with the tip at the start of the measurement tube where fuel temperature and pressure are measured.

![Schematic of ROI measurement](image_url)
The injector introduces fuel into the device until the column and coil are completely full of diesel (or the fuel of choice). A pressure wave is produced as fuel is injected into the column of compressible fluid. The size of an orifice between the measuring and following tubes determines the portion of the pressure wave that is reflected and that which enters the following tube. There is a check valve at the end of the following tube which is used to adjust the back pressure.

The principle behind the injection rate measurements involves the pressure-velocity equation for a single wave in non-stationary flow. Assuming one-dimensional motion, this is given in equation (2).

\[
P = \rho \cdot a \cdot u
\]  

\(P = \) pressure, \([\text{N/m}^2]\)  
\(\rho = \) density of fluid, \([\text{kg/m}^3]\)  
\(a = \) speed of sound in fluid, \([\text{m/s}]\)  
\(u = \) flow velocity, \([\text{m/s}]\)

Combining with the continuity equation, the governing equation for the rate profile calculations is shown in equation (3).

\[
\frac{dq}{dt} = \frac{P \cdot A}{\rho \cdot a}
\]  

\(q = \) injected volume of fuel, \([\text{m}^3]\)  
\(t = \) time, \([\text{s}]\)  
\(P = \) pressure, \([\text{N/m}^2]\)  
\(A = \) flow area, \([\text{m}^2]\)  
\(\rho = \) density of fluid, \([\text{kg/m}^3]\)  
\(a = \) speed of sound in fluid \([\text{m/s}]\)
Integrating the volumetric flow rate \( \frac{dq}{dt} \) from this equation will produce the injected volume. More details regarding the Bosch-type rate meter can be found in other work [67,79].

3.3 **Engine Cylinder Pressure**

Cylinder pressure high speed data was acquired using a piezo-electric cylinder pressure transducer as discussed in previous sections. The data was obtained at each half crank angle and a signal multiplier was used to bring the data to one-tenth crank angle resolution. Once obtained, the data were analyzed using the AVL Concerto software [80].

3.3.1 **Engine Cylinder Pressure Data Analysis**

Analysis of the cylinder pressure data begins with the first law of thermodynamics for an open system at quasi-static conditions (uniform temperature and pressure). This can be expressed as shown in equation (4).

\[
\frac{dQ}{dt} - p \frac{dV}{dt} + \sum i \dot{m}_i h_i = \frac{dU}{dt} \tag{4}
\]

\( \frac{dQ}{dt} \) = heat transfer rate across the system boundary into the system, [J/s]

\( p \frac{dV}{dt} \) = rate of work transfer done by the system due to system boundary displacement, [J/s]

\( \dot{m}_i \) = mass flow rate into the system across the system boundary at location \( i \), [kg/s]

\( h_i \) = enthalpy of flux, \( i \), entering or leaving the system, [J/kg]

\( U \) = energy of the material contained in the system boundary, [J]
As is discussed in Heywood [12], there are several complications to this approach. Included in these is the gas in the crevice regions which would have an effect on the heat transfer and the density in the cylinder. However, for facility, this crevice volume is omitted for all calculations while the system is studied in the time interval when all the intake and exhaust valves are closed. An additional assumption is that there is uniform temperature in the system at each instant in time during the analysis. For a direct-injected engine as the one in this study, the only mass transfer into the cylinder during this time is the fuel being introduced through the injector. Incorporating all of the aforementioned conditions, equation (4) becomes equation (5)

\[
\frac{dQ}{dt} - p \frac{dV}{dt} + \dot{m}_f h_f = \frac{dU}{dt} \tag{5}
\]

\[
\frac{dQ}{dt} = \text{heat transfer rate across the system boundary into the system, [J/s]}
\]

\[
p \frac{dV}{dt} = \text{rate of work transfer done by the system due to system boundary displacement, [J/s]}
\]

\[
\dot{m}_f = \text{mass flow rate of fuel into the system across the system boundary [kg/s]}
\]

\[
h_f = \text{enthalpy of flux of fuel entering the system, [J/kg]}
\]

\[
U = \text{energy of the material contained in the system boundary, [J]}
\]

Since the sensible enthalpy of the fuel is very low, the term \( \dot{m}_f h_f \) is assumed to be negligible. The apparent heat release is then expressed as shown in equation (6).
\[
\frac{dQ_n}{dt} = p \frac{dV}{dt} + \frac{dU_s}{dt}
\]

\[
\frac{dQ_n}{dt} = \text{Apparent heat transfer rate across the system boundary into the system, } [\text{J/s}]
\]

\[
p \frac{dV}{dt} = \text{rate of work transfer done by the system due to system boundary displacement, } [\text{J/s}]
\]

\[
\frac{dU_s}{dt} = \text{Rate of change of the sensible energy of the cylinder contents, } [\text{J/s}]
\]

Further assumption that the contents of the cylinder can be modeled as an ideal gas yields the final equation that is used for the apparent heat release rate shown in equation

\[
\frac{dQ_n}{dt} = \left( \frac{\gamma}{\gamma - 1} \right) p \frac{dV}{dt} + \left( \frac{1}{\gamma - 1} \right) V \frac{dp}{dt}
\]

\[
\frac{dQ_n}{dt} = \text{Apparent heat transfer rate across the system boundary into the system, } [\text{J/s}]
\]

\[
p \frac{dV}{dt} = \text{rate of work transfer done by the system due to system boundary displacement, } [\text{J/s}]
\]

\[
V = \text{Cylinder volume, } [\text{m}^3]
\]

\[
\frac{dp}{dt} = \text{Rate of change of cylinder pressure, } [\text{Pa/s}]
\]

\[
\gamma = \text{polytropic coefficient (ratio of specific heats } \frac{c_p}{c_v} \text{)}
\]
The AVL Concerto software [80] is used for post-processing the cylinder pressure data. The Thermodynamics2 function is used which computes heat release rate using variable polytropic coefficients. Because of the combustion process, the cylinder gas composition and temperature will be different during the compression and expansion strokes. The Thermodynamics2 function uses a different $\gamma$ value for the compression and expansion strokes, yielding higher accuracy in the expansion. Integrating equation (7) with respect to time will give the net heat release. Mass fraction burned locations can then be calculated from this curve.

Bulk gas temperature is calculated from the measured cylinder pressure in addition to the geometry input. Assuming a uniform gas temperature within the cylinder this calculation can be performed on the gas trapped in the combustion chamber between intake valve close (IVC) and exhaust valve open (EVO) time. Starting with an adaptation of the ideal gas law, mean gas temperature at any location can be found with equation (8).

\[ T_i = \frac{P_i V_i}{\ell m_{th} R} \]  

\( T_i \) = Mean gas temperature at crank angle location, \( i \), [K]  
\( P_i \) = Pressure inside the cylinder (measured) at crank angle location, \( i \), [N/m\(^2\)]  
\( V_i \) = Cylinder volume (based on engine geometry and encoder position) at crank angle location, \( i \), [m\(^3\)]  
\( \ell \) = Volumetric efficiency  
\( m_{th} \) = Theoretical air mass, [kg]  
\( R \) = Gas constant for air, 287.12 [kJ/kg-K]
Where the theoretical mass is found using equation (9).

\[ m_{th} = \frac{V_H P_{IVC}}{RT_{IVC}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

\[ V_H = \text{Swept volume, [m}^3] \]

\[ P_{IVC} = \text{Air pressure at IVC (measured at air intake), [N/m}^2] \]

\[ T_{IVC} = \text{Air temperature at IVC (measured at air intake), [K]} \]

### 3.3.2 Initial Procedures for Engine Cylinder Pressure

Pegging of the cylinder pressure signal is done using the INDICOM software by means of a thermodynamic zero-level correction subroutine. Here the calibration factor for the signal is given based on the pressure transducer which converts the voltage signal to pressure. The subroutine uses a typical polytropic coefficient for DI diesel engines is used (1.37) for cylinder pressure between two points in the compression portion of the cycle. Assuming adiabatic compression between the two crank angle locations, the pressure signal is adjusted to yield an appropriate value as shown in equation (10)

\[ P_1 = \frac{\Delta P}{\left( \frac{V_1}{V_2} \right)^\gamma - 1} \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

\[ P_1 = \text{Cylinder pressure at crank angle location 1, [bar]} \]

\[ \Delta P = \text{Cylinder pressure difference between crank angle location 2 and 1, [bar]} \]

\[ V_i = \text{Cylinder volume at location } i, [\text{m}^3] \]

\[ \gamma = \text{Polytropic coefficient} \]
The location of top dead center (TDC) in the engine cycle must be located dynamically. The INDICOM software is used for doing this. The angle encoder properties are inputted (model number, number of markings) into the software. Since a motoring dynamometer is not available, a different approach is used to achieve a motored engine. The engine is run until it is sufficiently warm, then fuel injection is stopped. The engine continues to turn over at a reasonable speed. The TDC determination subroutine is started and returns a value. This process is repeated multiple times until repeatability is visible. The value is stored in the software, and all of the data is adjusted by this amount. Since there were several engine disassemblies and encoder adjustments throughout the course of this research a single value is not available. Rather, a TDC determination was performed each time the engine or encoder was adjusted.

3.4 Engine Performance

For better understanding of the performance and the efficiency of the engine at certain conditions the following parameters are analyzed in accordance with the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) standard J1349 [81]. Because of changes in barometric pressure and ambient temperature that can be experienced on different test times, corrections must be made to the calculations.

Engine brake power is the usable power delivered by the engine to the load source [12]. Corrected brake power multiplies the observed brake power by an ambient pressure and temperature correction factor and is calculated as shown in equation (11). For ease, in the results and discussion corrected brake power, $P_b^e$, will be referred to simply as brake power.
Brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC) shows how efficiently the fuel is being used to supply work by the engine. It can be expressed as in equation (12).

\[
BSFC = \frac{\dot{m}_f}{P_{b}^*} (60)
\]

\(\dot{m}_f\) = Fuel flow into the cylinder (measured), \([g/min]\)

\(P_{b}^*\) = Brake power, \([kW]\)

(60 is a unit conversion coefficient)
A similar value is the brake thermal efficiency (BTE), however, BTE takes into account the energy of the particular fuel that is being used. It is a measure of how well the engine is able to convert the energy from the fuel into usable energy as shown in equation (13). This parameter is particularly useful when comparing different fuels at similar engine conditions.

\[
BTE = \frac{P_b^*}{Q_{LHV} \hat{m}_f} (6 \cdot 10^9)
\]

BTE = Brake thermal efficiency, [%]

\[
P_b^* = \text{Brake power, [kW]}
\]

\[
Q_{LHV} = \text{Lower heating value of fuel (measured), [J/kg]}
\]

\[
\hat{m}_f = \text{Fuel flow into the cylinder (measured), [g/min]}
\]

\( (6 \cdot 10^9 \) is a unit conversion coefficient)\)

Brake mean effective pressure (BMEP) measures an engine’s ability to do work. By dividing brake power by the engine displacement allows this parameter to be useful when comparing outputs from engines of different size. BMEP is calculated as shown in equation (14).
\[ BMEP = \frac{P_b^* n_R}{V_d N} (0.6) \]  

BMEP = Brake mean effective pressure, [bar]  

\[ P_b^* \] = Brake power, [kW]  

\[ n_R \] = Number of crank revolutions per power stroke, per cylinder (2 in a 4-stroke engine)  

\[ V_d \] = Engine displacement (measured), [m³]  

N = Crankshaft rotational speed (measured), [rpm]  

(0.6 is a unit conversion coefficient)

3.5 Engine Emissions

Gaseous emissions were measured using the equipment described in section 2.4.7. The equipment is calibrated on a yearly basis by a qualified professional. In addition, daily passes of span and zero gases are performed before data is collected to correct any possible drift. The emissions bench reports carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOₓ), and hydrocarbons in parts per million (ppm) and carbon dioxide (CO₂) and oxygen (O₂) in percent volume values. These raw numbers are processed in accordance with the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Title 40, Chapter 1, Part 86, Subpart D for gaseous emissions from heavy duty diesel engines [82]. Brake specific emissions values are reported throughout this work by dividing the processed raw emission flow rate by the brake power.
3.6 In-Cylinder Combustion Imaging – 2-Color Optical Pyrometry

Two-color optical pyrometry is a well-established technique for measuring temperature. This technique has been used in engine applications for understanding temperatures and soot volume fraction in the cylinder [74]. Detailed explanations of the technique can be found in the aforementioned references. For the present work, all in-cylinder endoscopy was performed using the AVL Visioscope system as discussed in Section 2.5. The accompanying AVL Thermovision software was used for analysis of the data collected [73].

The basis of two-color optical pyrometry couples radiation theory with the luminosity of the soot in the combustion. A perfect emitter of radiation in a continuous spectrum is referred to as a black body and has an emissivity of 1. Anything differing from this is a non-black body or gray body radiator. Soot particles, or a dense soot cloud behave in a manner that is very close to black body radiation. Thinner soot clouds behave more like gray body emitters, deviating from black body radiation by the factor $\varepsilon_\lambda$, the spectral emissivity ($\varepsilon_\lambda < 1$) [83].

The monochromatic intensity of a black body is given in Planck’s equation (15) and shows that the intensity of radiation from a blackbody depends on temperature and varies with wavelength.
\[ I_{b,\lambda}(T) = \frac{C_1}{\lambda^5 \left( e^{\frac{C_1}{T\lambda}} - 1 \right)} \]

\[ I_{b,\lambda} = \text{Spectral intensity of black body, [W/m}^3]\]

\[ \lambda = \text{Wavelength, [\mu m]} \]

\[ T = \text{Absolute temperature, [K]} \]

\[ C_1 = 3.7418 \times 10^{-16} \text{ (Planck constant), [Wm}^2] \]

\[ C_2 = 1.4388 \times 10^{-2} \text{ (Planck constant), [mK]} \]

The monochromatic intensity of a non-black body is a fraction of the black body radiation emitted at the wavelength as shown in equation (16).

\[ \epsilon_{\lambda} = \frac{I_{\lambda}(T)}{I_{b,\lambda}(T)} \]

\[ \epsilon_{\lambda} = \text{Monochromatic emissivity} \]

\[ I_{\lambda}(T) = \text{monochromatic emissive power of a non-black body at temperature, T and wavelength, \lambda, [W/m}^3] \]

\[ I_{b,\lambda}(T) = \text{monochromatic emissive power of a black body at temperature, T and wavelength, \lambda, [W/m}^3] \]

\[ \lambda = \text{Wavelength, [\mu m]} \]

\[ T = \text{Absolute temperature, [K]} \]}
The apparent temperature is that at which a blackbody will emit the same radiation intensity as a non-black body at a temperature.

\[ I_{b,\lambda}(T_a) = I_{\lambda}(T) \]  

\( I_{b,\lambda}(T_a) \) = monochromatic emissive power of a black body at the apparent temperature, \( T_a \), [W/m\(^3\)]

\( I_{\lambda}(T) \) = monochromatic emissive power of a non-black body at temperature, \( T \), [W/m\(^3\)].

\( T_a \) = Apparent temperature, [K]

\( \lambda \) = Wavelength, [\( \mu \)m]

\( T \) = Absolute temperature, [K]

Combining equations (16) and (17):

\[ \varepsilon_{\lambda} = \frac{I_{b,\lambda}(T_a)}{I_{b,\lambda}(T)} \]  

\( \varepsilon_{\lambda} \) = Monochromatic emissivity

\( I_{b,\lambda}(T_a) \) = monochromatic emissive power of a black body at the apparent temperature, \( T_a \) and wavelength, \( \lambda \), [W/m\(^3\)]

\( I_{b,\lambda}(T) \) = monochromatic emissive power of a black body at temperature, \( T \) and wavelength, \( \lambda \), [W/m\(^3\)]

\( \lambda \) = Wavelength, [\( \mu \)m]

\( T \) = Absolute temperature, [K]

\( T_a \) = Apparent temperature, [K]
Introducing Planck’s equation [see equation (15)] into equation (18):

\[
\varepsilon_\lambda = \frac{e^{\left(\frac{C_2}{\lambda T_a}\right)} - 1}{e^{\left(\frac{C_2}{\lambda T_a}\right)} - 1}
\]

\[
\varepsilon_\lambda = \text{Monochromatic emissivity}
\]

\[
C_2 = 1.4388 \times 10^{-2} \text{ (Planck constant), [mK]}
\]

\[
\lambda = \text{Wavelength, [µm]}
\]

\[
T = \text{Absolute temperature, [K]}
\]

\[
T_a = \text{Apparent temperature, [K]}
\]

Monochromatic emissivity of a soot particle was modeled by Hottel and Broughton [84] for a luminous flame as shown in equation (20). The soot absorption coefficient (K) is proportional to the number density of soot particles and the parameter (α) depends on the optical and physical properties of the soot in the flame. This correlation was validated by Matsui et. al. in diesel engine studies using three wavelengths [85].

\[
\varepsilon_\lambda = 1 - e^{\left(\frac{-KL}{\lambda^\alpha}\right)}
\]

\[
\varepsilon_\lambda = \text{Spectral emissivity}
\]

\[
\lambda = \text{Wavelength, [µm]}
\]

\[
K = \text{Soot absorption coefficient, [1/cm]}
\]

\[
L = \text{line of sight path length through flame [cm]}
\]

\[
\alpha = \text{parameter}
\]
Combining equations (19) and (20) and solving for the KL factor:

\[ KL = -\lambda^\alpha \ln \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{C_2}{e^{\lambda T}} - 1 \right) \left( \frac{C_2}{e^{\lambda T_a}} - 1 \right) \right] \]

(21)

\( K \) = Soot absorption coefficient, [1/cm]

\( L \) = line of sight path length through flame [cm]

\( \lambda \) = Wavelength, [µm]

\( \alpha \) = parameter

\( C_2 = 1.4388 \times 10^{-2} \) (Planck constant), [mK]

\( T \) = Absolute temperature, [K]

\( T_a = \) Apparent temperature, [K]

Rewrite this equation for two different, specific wavelengths, \( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_2 \) and set them equal to each other. Note, the actual flame temperature (T) is wavelength independent while the apparent temperature (T_a) and the parameter (\( \alpha \)) are wavelength dependent.
\[
\left[1 - \left(\frac{C_2}{\lambda_i T}\right) - 1\right]^{\lambda_i \alpha_i} = \left[1 - \left(\frac{C_2}{\lambda_2 T_{a2}}\right) - 1\right]^{\lambda_2 \alpha_2}
\]

\(\lambda_i = \text{Specific wavelength } i, \text{ [µm]}\)

\(\alpha_i = \text{parameter at specific wavelength } \lambda_i\)

\(C_2 = 1.4388 \times 10^{-2} \text{ (Planck constant), [mK]}\)

\(T = \text{Absolute temperature, [K]}\)

\(T_{a2} = \text{Apparent temperature at specific wavelength } \lambda_i, \text{ [K]}\)

The two wavelengths \(\lambda_1 \text{ and } \lambda_2\) are selected, while the apparent temperatures \(T_{a1}\) and \(T_{a2}\) are measured using a calibrated 2-color pyrometer. With this information known, equation (22) can be solved for absolute temperature \(T\).

The KL factor can be used as a measure of the soot concentration as in equation [86]. This emissivity model was verified by Flynn et. al. in a direct injected diesel engine using different wavelengths [87].
Before taking engine combustion images, a zero image of the combustion chamber must be taken. This is done by inserting the endoscope while the engine is not running and taking an image of the dark combustion chamber. This serves as a calibration image for the ThermoVision software in order to derive the optical thickness. Temperature distribution and soot volume fraction are then calculated.
4 RESULTS – X-RAY FUEL SPRAY STUDY

Parts of this chapter have been previously published as:


The initial portion of this work sought better understanding of the fuel spray from the HEUI 315 B injector. This was accomplished by studying the rate of injection and the initial portion of the fuel spray using x-ray radiography. Data obtained was used for validations of numerical simulations performed by Dr. Sibendu Som [13,88]. As it will be shown in the subsequent text, the rate of injection profile is of particular interest in the behavior of the resulting spray.

4.1 Rate of Injection

Rate measurements were performed by the technique described in Sections 2.3 and 3.2. The ROI profiles for the oil rail pressures of 17 and 21 MPa are shown in Figure 21. The zero time in this plot is the time at which the current to the injector solenoid begins. Both cases show similar delay between commanded start of injection (SOI) and apparent SOI, and have comparable rate shapes. As expected, the higher rail pressure yields a higher peak value of ROI with a slightly quicker initial rise than the 17 MPa case. A notable feature of both rate profiles is the slower rise to the “steady state” injection period than that with single-fluid, single-hole common rail injection systems [89]. This slower rate during the SOI is characteristic of HEUI systems and is caused by the internal fluid dynamics. It should be mentioned that the ROI profiles shown are for a combination of all six orifices.
Figure 21. Rate of injection profiles for 17 and 21 MPa oil rail pressures, 30 bar ambient pressure, 100 mm$^3$ per stroke fuel delivery. The transition period of rapid increase to quasi-steady injection is marked.

Using the ROI profile for the early transition region ($t < 0.2$ ms), as shown in Figure 22, as an input to the numerical model yields gross underprediction of penetration lengths (cf. Figure 23). Further investigation revealed that directly scaling the injection rate from six-sprays to a single spray in the transition region might cause this underprediction. According to the control volume analysis by Kastengren et al. [65], x-ray radiography can be used to compute the total spray mass, and hence ROI, until the spray has reached the downstream end of the measurement domain. Figure 2122(a) presents the ROI obtained from the x-ray data up to 0.2 ms at the first measurement location (0.283 mm). The lines represent a linear fit to the data.
Figure 22. (a) Rate of injection calculated from x-ray radiography measurements (linear fits shown) for 17 and 21 MPa oil rail pressure. (b) Hybrid ROI profile of a single orifice used for input in numerical simulation.
For the STAR-CD simulations, the early transient portion of the rate profile was joined with the later steady-state portion obtained from the meter. Since one spray plume is simulated, the total fuel injected was kept to one-sixth the total fuel injected from the nozzle. This newly constructed profile is shown in Figure 22(b). The plot is marked noting the area extracted from x-ray data and that taken from the rate meter.

4.2 Liquid Penetration

Comprehensive data analysis was performed to investigate the near-nozzle spray characteristics using the x-ray radiography measurements. Liquid penetration was obtained by determining the time at which the leading edge of the fuel arrives at each axial location. This was done by recording the time at which the x-ray intensity decreases by a threshold value of 25%, indicating absorption by the fuel at each axial location in the experimental domain.

Figure 23. STAR-CD model validation against x-ray radiography data. Spray penetration for 100 mm$^3$/injection fuel delivery, 30 bar ambient pressure, oil rail pressures of 17 and 21 MPa versus time.
Figure 23 presents the measured and predicted liquid penetration lengths plotted versus time for oil rail pressures of 17 and 21 MPa. The scale is adjusted so that zero is the instant when the first amount of fuel is visible for each spray. There are several observations from this figure. Up to 0.1 ms, penetration is slow for both oil rail pressures. After this region, penetration becomes faster up to 0.2 ms and scales linearly with time. The last measured point for the 17 MPa case suggests that the spray may be entering a region where penetration scales as square root of time; however, more measurements would be necessary to verify this trend. These spray penetration characteristics are consistent with the observations of previous researchers [89].

Validation of STAR-CD simulations against penetration data is also presented in Figure 23. The differences in penetration lengths resulting from the various ROI profiles can be clearly observed. When the profile from the rate meter is used in the simulations, the predicted penetration lengths are significantly smaller than those measured in x-ray experiments. Better agreement is observed when the ROI profile from x-ray data is mated with that from the rate meter (cf. Figure 22(b)). In general there is an excellent match for both injection pressures, except for small differences observed earlier (< 0.1 ms).

For the higher rail pressure case, the penetration speed increases more gradually and continues increasing throughout the measurements. For both pressures, the maximum speeds achieved are notably lower than those achieved at similar conditions with a single-hole injector [19]. Further examination indicated that the single-hole injector with the single-fluid common rail injection system used in the cited study shows a much steeper rise in mass flow rate during the initial stage of injection than the HEUI system. This slower ramp in ROI for the HEUI system may account for the slower penetration speeds observed in the present experiments.

Another notable observation from Figure 23 is that the lower oil rail pressure has faster penetration speed than the higher oil rail pressure case. Other studies have shown opposite behavior under analogous
conditions where the lower injection pressure penetrates slower than higher injection pressure [19,90]. Causes for this may be interference from the isolation shield at higher injection pressures. Cavitation simulations performed by Som [13] showed differences in cavitation for the higher injection pressure that may lead to lower penetration for the 21 MPa case. Moreover, correlations in the literature show that the penetration scales with the square root of the difference in the injection and ambient pressures [26,89]. The ROI profiles measured with the Bosch rate meter also indicate a faster rise in mass flow for the higher oil rail pressure. Figure 24 presents the projected liquid fuel density distributions at 0.122 ms after apparent SOI for the two pressure cases. As indicated, the penetration for the 21 MPa rail pressure case is smaller than for the lower pressure case during this transient period.

Figure 24. Spray projected density versus axial position for 100 mm³/injection fuel delivery, 30 bar ambient pressure, at 17 and 21 MPa oil rail pressures at 0.122 ms after SOI.
A similar trend of higher penetration for the 17 MPa case than for the 21 MPa case is seen in the simulations. When only the data acquired from the rate meter is used for the ROI input, the simulations indicate that the higher oil rail pressure case yields a higher penetration. It must be recalled that the early portion of the rate profile input to the model is calculated from the x-ray data. During the early portion of the spray, the upstream conditions (such as ROI) would have effect on the results rather than the spray models themselves. Figure 22 shows higher injection rates for the 17 MPa rail pressure condition which would produce higher injection velocities. This is the reason for the faster penetration for the 17 MPa condition for both experiments and simulations.

Previous researchers have measured diesel spray penetration, and provided correlations for penetration behavior. Payri et al. [26] reported the following correlation in the transition region:

\[ S = (0.018)(\rho_a)^{-0.256}(\Delta P)^{0.516}(t)^{1.044} \]  \hspace{1cm} (24)

\( S = \) spray penetration [mm]
\( \rho_a = \) ambient density, [$\mu g/mm^2$]
\( \Delta P = \) pressure difference, [$\mu g/\mu s^2 mm$]
\( t = \) time, [$\mu s$]

The coefficients were obtained through curve fitting to match penetration length in the first 15 mm region of the spray. In the short-time limit, Naber and Siebers [89] reported the following correlation:
\[ S = C_v(t) \sqrt{\frac{2 \times (P_f - P_a)}{\rho_f}} \]

\( S \) = spray penetration, [mm] 
\( C_v(t) \) = velocity coefficient 
\( P_f \) = fuel pressure, [\( \mu g / \mu s \)] 
\( P_a \) = ambient pressure, [\( \mu g / \mu s \)] 
\( \rho_f \) = fuel density, [\( \mu g / mm^2 \)]

Figure 25. Comparison of x-ray data at 17 MPa oil rail pressure with penetration correlations by Payri [26] and Naber & Siebers [89]
Figure 25 presents the x-ray data for rail pressure of 17 MPa and the above penetration correlations. For our case \( C_v \) was not measured. Extensive cavitation simulations \([13]\) yielded \( C_v=0.85 \), which is comparable to typical values for diesel injection nozzles. Even if a smaller value of \( C_v \) were used, Figure 25 indicates that the Naber and Siebers correlation predicts much higher penetration than the current data. This can be attributed to the fact that the initial gradient in the measured injection rate upon which the Naber and Siebers correlation is based is much higher than that in the current experiments. This yields high injection velocities earlier in the spray event, and hence faster penetration. The penetration based on the Payri et al. \([26]\) correlation is much closer to that obtained from the present x-ray data. It is important to note that this correlation was derived using a multi-hole nozzle, while Naber and Siebers used a single-hole nozzle. A closer comparison of the injection rates used by Payri et. al. \([26]\) and those used in the present study (cf. Figure 21) shows that the injection rates are close to each other. However, the gradient in the rate of injection in Payri et. al. experiments was higher than that in the current experiments, resulting in a slight overprediction by the Payri et. al. correlation.

For the 17 MPa case (cf. Figure 23), downstream of \( x = 12 \) mm, simulations exhibit the long-time limit behavior \([89]\) with the penetration length scaling with the square root of time. However, for the 21 MPa case this transition occurs at \( x \approx 14 \) mm. Naber and Siebers \([89]\) used a characteristic length \((x')\) for this transition region, such that the penetration varies linearly with time upstream of this point \((x')\), and as square root of time downstream of this point. They used the following equation for the characteristic length:

\[ P(x) = \frac{P_{21}}{P_{17}} \left( \frac{x}{x'} \right)^{1/2} + \left( \frac{x}{x'} \right)^{2/3} \]

where \( P_{21} \) and \( P_{17} \) are the penetration lengths at 21 and 17 MPa, respectively.
\[ x^+ = \frac{d}{\alpha \tan\left(\frac{\theta}{2}\right)} \sqrt{\frac{\rho_f}{\rho_a}} \]  

(26)

- \( x^+ \) = characteristic length, [mm]
- \( d \) = effective nozzle diameter, [mm]
- \( \alpha \) = experimentally-derived constant (0.66)
- \( \theta \) = dispersion angle
- \( \rho_f \) = fuel density, [\( \mu g/mm^2 \)]
- \( \rho_a \) = ambient density, [\( \mu g/mm^2 \)]

An effective nozzle diameter of 160 \( \mu m \) was assumed for the current 169 \( \mu m \) orifice, based on about a 0.4% reduction in exit fluid flow area due to cavitation structures \[13\], and \( \alpha \) was assumed to be 0.66 \[89\]. Optical cone angle was calculated as:

\[ \tan\left(\frac{\theta}{2}\right) = 0.31 \left(\frac{\rho_a}{\rho_f}\right)^{0.19} \]  

(27)

- \( \theta \) = dispersion angle
- \( \rho_a \) = ambient density, [\( \mu g/mm^2 \)]
- \( \rho_f \) = fuel density, [\( \mu g/mm^2 \)]

A value of about 13 mm was obtained for both the rail pressures, which is in good agreement with the value predicted by present simulations.
4.3 Fuel Distribution

A unique capability of x-ray radiography is the ability to obtain the liquid mass distribution in the spray. Figure 26 presents a typical projected mass density profile in the transverse direction, obtained from x-ray measurements, at an axial position of 0.283 mm from the nozzle and 0.1 ms after SOI for the 21 MPa rail pressure case. The black rectangle at the bottom of the figure is provided to indicate the injector nozzle size (169 μm diameter). The mass density profile shows a Gaussian distribution even very near the nozzle. Studies using single-hole common rail injectors have observed that close to the nozzle, the mass distribution has a more square shape and develops to Gaussian distributions at further downstream locations [65].

Figure 26. Transverse mass distribution profile at axial position = 0.283 mm and 0.1 ms after SOI for the 21 MPa oil rail pressure case.
Figure 27. (a) Transverse mass distributions at 0.15 ms after SOI for 17 and 21 MPa oil rail pressures plotted at axial positions of 0.183 mm, 2.083 mm, and 7.083 mm from the nozzle (b) Full field spray projected density contours at 0.15 ms after SOI for oil rail pressures of 17 and 21 MPa
Figure 28. (a) Transverse mass distribution as at 0.99 ms after SOI for 17 and 21 MPa oil rail pressures plotted at axial positions of 0.283 mm, 2.083 mm, and 7.083 mm from the nozzle (b) Full field spray projected density contours position at 0.99 ms after SOI for oil rail pressures of 17 and 21 MPa
Figures 27 and 28 present mass distributions for the two pressure cases at 0.15 and 0.99 ms after SOI at various axial locations along the spray. Projected mass density contour plots are also shown for visualizing the spray at these times. At 0.15 ms after SOI, the two pressure cases exhibit similar mass distributions at the various axial locations. As can be expected, closer to the nozzle the projected density is significantly higher near the center of the spray, and then spreads out at downstream locations. Both the peak values and the width of the distributions at 0.15 ms after SOI are quite similar, with mass density peaks around 90 μg/mm$^2$ at the farthest upstream axial location. Later in the spray event, i.e., at 0.99 ms after SOI (cf. Figure 28), there are more noticeable differences between the two pressure cases at 0.283 mm from the nozzle. However, further downstream, 2.483 mm and 7.083 mm from the nozzle, the distributions appear to be similar for the two rail pressures. Overall, for both times after SOI, the 17 MPa rail pressure spray exhibits a nearly symmetric distribution, while some asymmetry is observed for the 21 MPa rail pressure case. Also, the peak mass density for the 21 MPa spray is approximately 15% higher than that of the 17 MPa spray.
Figure 29. (a) Transverse Integrated Mass (TIM) versus axial position at 0.15 and 0.99 ms after SOI for 17 and 21 MPa oil rail pressures. (b) Trend in mass-averaged axial velocity versus axial position at 0.99 ms ASOI for 17 MPa oil rail pressure.
Integrating the mass distribution in the transverse direction results in a quantity called the transverse integrated mass (TIM) at any axial location and time and axial location. The calculated TIM from the x-ray data is shown in Figure 29 along the axial location at 0.15 ms and 0.99 ms after SOI for 17 and 21 MPa oil rail pressures. At 0.15 ms after SOI, the injection event is still in a transient stage and has not reached the end of the measurement domain, which is also indicated in Figure 28(b). Consequently, TIM increases with distance from the nozzle and then returns to zero. At 0.99 ms after SOI, TIM continuously increases with axial position along the axial location. This can be explained using the control volume analysis reported in previous work [19,65], which obtained the mass-averaged axial velocity of the spray at any axial location using the following equation:

\[
V_{ma}(x_o, t) = \frac{m_{cv}(x > x_o, t)}{TIM(x_o, t)}
\]

(28)

\(V_{ma}\) = mass-average axial velocity, [mm/ms]

\(m_{cv}\) = mass flow rate across a cross-section, [µg/ms]

TIM = transverse integrated mass, [µg/mm]

\(x_o\) = axial location of cross section, [mm]

\(t\) = time, [ms]

Using this information, the mass-averaged axial velocity at any location normalized by the corresponding value at \(x_o\) can be determined using the equation:
\[
\frac{V_{ma}(x = x_0, t)}{V_{ma}(x = 0.283mm, t)} = \frac{TIM(x = 0.283mm, t)}{TIM(x = x_0, t)}
\]  (29)

\[V_{ma} = \text{mass-average axial velocity, [mm/ms]}\]

\[TIM = \text{transverse integrated mass, [µg/mm]}\]

\[x_0 = \text{axial location of cross section, [mm]}\]

\[t = \text{time, [ms]}\]

Figure 29(b) presents the normalized axial velocity versus axial position obtained using the above equation for the 17 MPa rail pressure case at 0.99 ms after SOI. The spray velocity decays quite rapidly in the downstream direction, decreasing to half its initial value in the first 5 mm of spray.

4.4 Spray Isolation

Figure 30 presents the variation of projected spray density with respect to the axial position. As seen in Figure 30(a), the two sprays exhibit similar structures initially (i.e., 0.7 ms after SOI). The 21 MPa rail pressure case shows interesting behavior near the nozzle starting around 0.9 ms after SOI. A broadened region of the spray appears during this time lasting approximately 0.73 ms (cf. Figure 30(b)). Taking a closer look at the transverse mass distribution at the first measurement location (0.283 mm from the nozzle) at various times after SOI, a shift in mass distribution is observed as shown in Figure 30(c). At 0.7 ms after SOI (before the broadening is observed) the mass distribution is fairly symmetric. It then increases at the negative transverse locations at 0.9 ms after SOI, and increases near the positive values at 1.64 ms before it vanishes, and then the mass distribution is again even about the spray axis. This behavior suggests some hardware interference of the isolation shield with the spray of interest close to the nozzle tip.
Figure 30.  
(a) Full field mass projected density at 0.7 ms after SOI for oil rail pressures of 17 and 21 MPa  
(b) Projected mass density contours in the near nozzle region at 1.15 ms after SOI for the 21 MPa rail pressure case  
(c) Transverse mass distribution at axial position of 0.283 mm from the nozzle at three different times after SOI for the 21 MPa rail pressure case.
Optical imaging was used to evaluate the effectiveness of the isolation shield. Visual inspection of the shield indicated that the hole-of-interest was unobstructed as seen in Figure 10 of section 2.2. Nevertheless, it was desired to see if there was any interaction between the spray and the shield itself that may explain this anomalous penetration behavior and other interference observed in the x-ray experiments. Both oil rail pressures were tested, however due to limitations imposed by the windows used for optical access, lower ambient pressure in the spray chamber was necessary. Figure 31 presents an image of an injection event for 17 MPa oil rail pressure, 2 bar chamber pressure, and a fuel delivery of 100 mm³/stroke.
100 mm³/stroke. Although some accumulation of mass was observed on the slanted surface of the shield below the spray, no errant interference with the spray was observed. However, future improvements to the shield design would include a more drastic slope on the angled surface.

4.5 Cone Angle

The spray cone angle is computed from x-ray measurements by measuring the FWHM of Gaussian fits to the transverse mass distributions at each axial location and time step in the measurements. The cone angle is then calculated from a linear fit to the FWHM locations, and plotted as a function of time in Figure 32(a). If the transverse mass distribution were perfectly axisymmetric and Gaussian, this cone angle value would define a volume containing half the total mass in the spray. By definition, using the FWHM to compute cone angle, x-ray radiography focuses on the core of the spray, while optical techniques focus on the spray periphery. Thus, the x-ray cone angle is expected to be smaller than the optical cone angle [23].

Although there is not a noticeable difference in the cone angle values between the two rail pressures, the cone angle tends to be higher for the 21 MPa rail pressure case than that for the 17 MPa case, with average quasi-steady state values of 10.5° and 9.9° respectively. Figure 32(b) presents the cone angle versus time in the initial transient part of the spray along with a polynomial fit to the data. The spray cone angle for the 21 MPa rail pressure case is consistently larger compared to that of the lower pressure case in this transient region as well. This is consistent with the projected density results discussed earlier in the context of Figure 24, which presented the projected density for both sprays during the transient period of injection. These cone angle values are higher than those observed for single-hole common rail injectors under similar conditions [65].
Figure 32. Measured cone angle versus time for 17 and 21 MPa oil rail pressures (b) Zoomed cone angle versus time during the initial transition period.
4.6 Summary

In this portion of the study, x-ray radiography was used to study fuel spray from a full-production diesel HEUI at engine-like ambient density for two injection pressures. Fuel penetration, spray mass distribution, mass-averaged axial velocity, and cone angle were reported.

Rate of injection studies were completed on a Bosch-type rate meter to further understand the characteristics of the injection system. The ROI profile obtained with the rate meter (all 6 sprays combined) is compared to that of the x-ray measurements (one of six sprays) during the first stages of injection. A significantly slower rise is seen in the rate meter measurements than that calculated from the x-ray measurements. This slower transient ROI yielded underpredictions in the simulations while a hybrid profile generated using the x-ray-generated ROI in the initial portion produced good agreement between the simulations and experimental measurements for spray penetration. Thus, the ROI from the x-ray measurements is considered more accurate for inclusion in numerical simulations.

Several differences between the HEUI and previously-used research nozzles are noted in this work. The slow initial rise that is generated from a HEUI is notably different from the traditional top-hat type profile seen in previous studies on single-hole common rail injector. Fluid dynamics would differ greatly between a multi-hole versus single-hole nozzle which would yield differences in spray. Mass distribution at the initial portion of spray for the HEUI has a more Gaussian shape than single-hole nozzles produce.

Numerical simulations were performed using STAR-CD with validation from the x-ray data obtained in these experiments. When using the hybrid ROI profile as input to the model, simulations showed good agreement with the experimental data. Trends in mass distribution were obtained, however underprediction in the transverse mass density profiles show the need for development of more sophisticated models.
Unexpected differences occurred when comparing the sprays of different injection pressures. It would be predicted that higher injection pressure would yield higher spray penetration, however that was not the behavior observed in this study. Closer observation showed some strange expansion of the spray near the nozzle for the case of higher injection pressure. This suggests that there may have been interference from adjacent spray plumes, intimating need to improve the isolation shield. In addition, possible differences in cavitation at the higher injection pressure could lead to the lower penetration seen in experiments.
5 RESULTS – RATE OF INJECTION STUDY

In the x-ray portion of the study, details of the initial portion of the spray were explored. Through the modeling effort, it was emphasized that the initial period of the rate of injection plays a significant role on the resultant fuel spray. This chapter explores the effects of the rate of injection profile on the engine performance and emissions.

5.1 Experimental Test Matrix

For the first portion of this study, engine conditions were selected to match those used in the x-ray experiments. Therefore, the oil rail pressure was set to 21 MPa with an injection command of 100 mm³/injection. A command of 8° BTDC is given for the start of injection in the engine experiments. The rate of injection profile was varied among the three available conditions (100%, 50%, and 0% ERS).

Building upon the knowledge obtained in the first part of the study, further experiments were performed to investigate the influences of the fuel injection rate profile. It was noted that while the commanded fuel quantity sent to the ECU was maintained constant, the fuel delivery between the three rate profiles was not consistent due to the alternate experimental setup (i.e. different equipment than intended). Therefore, a subsequent exploration of the conditions was performed while maintaining a constant fuel delivery with the same conditions otherwise (21 MPa oil rail pressure, 8° BTDC SOI) for the three injection rate shapes (100%, 50%, and 0% ERS).

In addition, studies were performed where the combustion phasing between the different rate profiles was coordinated by maintaining a constant location of 50% mass fraction burned (CA50) for constant fuel delivery and injection pressure while varying rate profile (100%, 50%, and 0% ERS). Table II outlines the test conditions used in the three phases of this study.
Table II. Experimental test matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Constant Fuel Command</th>
<th>Constant Fuel Delivery, -8° CA ATDC SOI (Case A)</th>
<th>Constant Fuel Delivery and CA50 (Case B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engine Speed [rpm]</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake Pressure [bar]</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhaust Pressure [bar]</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel [type]</td>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>Diesel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection ECU Command [mm³/inj]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel Delivery [mg/inj]</td>
<td>Varies</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil Rail Pressure [bar]</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Commanded Injection Pressure [bar])</td>
<td>(1386)</td>
<td>(1386)</td>
<td>(1386)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of Injection Profile [%]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection Timing [°CA ATDC]</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Constant Fuel Command

5.2.1 Rate of Injection

As discussed in section 2.1, the HEUI system allows for variation of the rate of injection profile without hardware modification. Three rate shape profiles are obtainable through the CADeTWIN software and are labeled as 100%, 50%, and 0% ERS. Each of these conditions have a corresponding solenoid current that yields the different rate profiles. These rate of injection profiles were measured for specific conditions using the Bosch-type rate meter as described in section 2.3.
General differences in structure of the three ERS profiles used in this study are shown in Figure 33. It is important to note that although there are two pulses in the injector current signal for the 100 and 50 ERS cases, this results in a single injection event. The major differences can be noted in the initial portion of injection. The 100% ERS profile shows the most rapid increase, followed by the 50% ERS, then the 0% ERS profiles. In relation to the “boot” shape profile (c.f. Figure 3) the 50% ERS profile shows the characteristics of the higher boot pressure/shorter boot duration, while the 0% ERS shows those of the lower boot pressure/longer boot duration.

Figure 34 illustrates the method that is used for aligning the fuel injection rate profile obtained from the rate meter with the engine experiment. The injector current is recorded on the high speed data acquisition system along with the cylinder pressure signal while the engine experiments are performed. It is also obtained on the same time scale as the fuel rate profile during the rate meter experiments. This injector current is used as a reference for the location of fuel ROI profile. The timing from the rate
experiments is adjusted until the injector solenoid current is coincident with that obtained during engine experiments. When selecting injection timing on the CADetWIN software, an internal map on the engine ECU is followed. Therefore using this method of coordinating the injector current signals provided a better understanding of when fuel injection actually occurred.

Figure 34. Reference image for aligning fuel injection rate profiles to engine experiments

Rate profiles for the injection condition of 21 MPa oil rail pressure, 100 mm³/injection ECU command, -8° SOI are shown in Figure 35(a) for the three ERS profiles. It is noted that despite the command of constant delivery of 100 mm³/injection, there is a variation in the total amount of fuel injected for the
three rate profiles as can be seen in Figure 35(b). There is a difference in total mass injected between the 100% (82 mg/inj) and 50% (76 mg/inj) ERS profiles, and an even larger 22% reduction in mass injected for the 0% (64 mg/inj) ERS case. The start of injection command is given at -8 degrees aTDC for all three cases and the injector solenoid current is aligned according to the procedure described above. The apparent start of fuel injection varies between the three rate profiles, with the 0% ERS trailing the other two rate shapes.

Figure 35. (a) Injection rate profiles and (b) Fuel delivery quantities for 100%, 50%, and 0% ERS for 21 MPa oil rail pressure, 100mm³/inj command, and -8° SOI.
5.2.2  Combustion Behavior

Because of the difference in fuel injected, the following discussion will focus on the differences seen between the 100% and 50% ERS profiles. The 0% ERS information is included for reference. Cylinder pressure for the three rate profile cases is shown in Figure 36. Overall the 50% and 100% ERS profile show similar behavior in cylinder pressure while 0% ERS is lower throughout the cycle. Table III shows the peak cylinder pressure values and locations for the three rate profiles. The peak cylinder pressure is highest for the 100% ERS case, closely followed by the 50% ERS case, and then the 0% ERS case. This difference in peak cylinder pressure is likely an artifact of the lower amount of fuel injected for this condition. The locations of peak pressure however, do not follow such a pattern with the 50% ERS profile reaching a peak before the 100% ERS and 0% ERS profiles.

Figure 36. Cylinder pressure for the three ERS rate profiles at 21 MPa oil rail pressure, 100 mm$^3$/injection commanded fuel quantity, -8° aTDC SOI.
Heat release rate along with super-imposed ROI profiles are shown for the three ERS conditions in Figure 37. The characteristic decrease in peak HRR in the premixed and diffusion regions that has been seen in other work [34,35,37,91] was observed here for the 50% ERS profile compared to 100% ERS profile. This decrease in HRR in the premixed region is attributed to the slower flow of fuel during the initial stages of injection with the intent of reducing NO\textsubscript{x} emissions.
Figure 37. Heat release rate and rate of injection profiles for the three ERS conditions at 21 MPa oil rail pressure, 100 mm³/injection commanded fuel quantity, -8° aTDC SOI.

Because of the differences in fuel injected and the resultant net heat release, it can be more useful to discuss the data in terms of percentages. Locations of mass fraction injected and burned are given in Table IV and shown graphically in Figure 38. A crank angle location is also provided for the apparent SOI, meaning the point at which the injection rate profile begins to continually rise from zero. The variation in apparent SOI is visible here with the 50% ERS profile starting nearly 2 crank angle degrees before the 100% ERS case, and 3 crank angle degrees before the 0% ERS case. The difference between a particular point and the apparent SOI is given in parenthesis to the right of the value. This gives a better understanding of
how long it takes to reach a certain point after the fuel begins injecting. Looking at these values in parenthesis (duration from apparent SOI), trends can be seen regarding the different rate profiles. As far as mass fraction injected, the time to reach these points is as expected – 100% ERS takes the shortest amount of time to reach 5% and 10% mass fraction injected, followed by 50% ERS, then 0% ERS. This is in agreement with the slower fuel flow in the initial portion of injection for the boot profiles. However, when looking at the 90% mass fraction injected, the gap decreases between the differences in duration for the boot profiles, more pronounced in the 0% ERS case. For instance, the differences between the locations of 5% mass fraction injected for 100% ERS and that of 50% ERS and 0% ERS is 1.1°CA and 2°CA, respectively. Yet for 90% mass fraction injected, the locations trail the 100% ERS case by 2.4°CA (50% ERS) and 1.1°CA (0% ERS). This shows the increase in rate of mass injected seen later in the event for the boot profiles.

While the 50% ERS had an apparent SOI and 5% mass injected that were the earliest in the cycle, 5% of the mass fraction burned is earlier for the 100% ERS case. This may indicate a slower burn due to the decrease in ROI of the fuel during the boot portion of the 50% ERS. Nonetheless, differences are not large in locations of 5% and 10% mass fraction burned for the 100% and 50% ERS cases. The 50% and 0%ERS profiles show that the duration of time between 90% mass fraction burned and apparent start of injection is nearly identical 68.0° CA and 68.2°CA, respectively.
Figure 38. Locations of 5%, 10%, 50%, and 90% mass injected and mass fraction burned for all rate shapes at 21 MPa oil rail pressure, 100mm\(^3\)/inj commanded fuel quantity, -8° aTDC SOI.

Table IV. Locations of apparent SOI, mass fraction injected and burned for all rate shapes at 21 MPa oil rail pressure, 100mm\(^3\)/inj commanded fuel quantity, -8° aTDC SOI. Numbers in italics and parenthesis are the differences between that point and the apparent SOI for that condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crank Angle Location [°CA atDC]</th>
<th>100% ERS</th>
<th>50% ERS</th>
<th>0% ERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apparent SOI</td>
<td>-7.6</td>
<td>-9.9</td>
<td>-7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Fraction Injected</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>-5.4 (2.2)</td>
<td>-6.5 (3.3)</td>
<td>-3.0 (4.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>-4.1 (3.6)</td>
<td>-5.0 (4.9)</td>
<td>-1.5 (5.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>4.8 (12.4)</td>
<td>4.8 (14.6)</td>
<td>6.9 (14.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>12.5 (20.1)</td>
<td>12.6 (22.5)</td>
<td>14.0 (21.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Fraction Burned</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>4.9 (12.5)</td>
<td>5.3 (15.2)</td>
<td>11.1 (18.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>3.8 (14.3)</td>
<td>8.2 (18.0)</td>
<td>13.1 (20.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>18.5 (26.1)</td>
<td>19.9 (29.7)</td>
<td>24.8 (32.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>57.9 (65.5)</td>
<td>58.3 (68.2)</td>
<td>60.8 (68.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2.3 **In-Cylinder Imaging**

Endoscope images were taken of the combustion for the three rate shape cases. Figure 39 shows these images (top) along with calculated temperature (middle) and soot (bottom) distributions during different stages of combustion. In Figure 39(a), the 50% and 100% cases have finished the premix burn phase and are entering the diffusion burn while the 0% case is in the premix burn phase. Figure 39(b), is at 15 degrees after TDC where fuel injection is still occurring for all three cases and they are all in the diffusion burn stage. At 30 degrees after TDC (Figure 39(c)), fuel injection has ended and is after the diffusion peak of heat release for all cases. Figure 39(d) shows the combustion event at 50 degrees after TDC. Fuel injection has ended and diffusion burn is nearly complete at this crank angle location.

The temperature and soot values are calculated as described in the theory portion of the current work in section 3.6 and by Ciatti et al. [74,78]. Qualitatively it is difficult to extract significant information from the temperature distribution in the cylinder at these locations from the images. The temperature results near the start of combustion are reported quantitatively in Figure 40(a). Here it can be seen that the peak temperature is first achieved by the 100% ERS case followed by 50% and 0% ERS in succession. This agrees with the combustion traits shown through the locations of mass fraction burned in Table IV. The integral soot volume fraction is reported in Figure 40(b) towards the end of combustion. Looking at the overall combustion event, it is seen that the boot shaped ROI profiles show the penalty of increased soot emissions, with 0% ERS being the highest. This trend can clearly be seen towards the end combustion as is shown in the plot. It has been shown [12,35,37] that soot formation is primarily governed by the mixing process which is in agreement with the differences seen in the diffusion burn. Taking a look at the ROI profiles shown in Figure 37, it can be seen that the 0% ERS injection lasts longer in the cycle. This extra fuel introduced later would not have sufficient chance to oxidize and thus produces higher soot.
Figure 39. Images (top), temperature contours (middle), and soot volume fraction contours (bottom) for 100%, 50%, and 0% ERS. Temperature scales is on the left in Kelvin. Soot Volume fraction scale is on the right. Images are shown at (a) 2.5°, (b) 15°, and (c) 30°, and (d) 50° after TDC.
Figure 40. (a) Soot radiation temperature at the early stages of injection (b) Integral soot volume fraction towards the end of combustion.

5.3 Constant Fuel Delivery and Combustion Phasing

While the above exercise was insightful in understanding the differences between the boot shape profiles in comparison with the standard injection profile, the variation in the amount of fuel injected poses a problem for direct comparison. Therefore it was desirable to know the effect of rate profile should the fuel quantity be kept constant. The fuel quantity was kept constant by providing different fuel commands to the ECU and measuring the fuel output using the AVL fuel scale as described in section 2.4.5. Although there is some variation, the fuel quantity was kept as close as possible using this method. Subsequent study was performed by coordinating combustion phasing between the constant quantity injections while maintaining the location of 50% mass fraction burned constant by changing the injection
timing for the rate shaping conditions. For simplicity, the case of -8° CA aTDC SOI timing will be referred to as case A and plots will be shown on the left in purple. The case of constant CA50 will be referred to as case B and plots will be shown on the right in green.

5.3.1 Rate of Injection

Rate profiles were not measured for each specific command that was necessary to obtain constant fuel delivery. Therefore, ROI profiles were constructed by interpolation between measured quantities from ECU commands to correspond with the new ECU commands used. An illustration of a calculated ROI profile from two measured profile is shown in Figure 41. Injector solenoid current location was still used as a baseline for synchronizing the rate profile data with the high speed indicating data.

Figure 41. Sample interpolated injection rate profile.
Constructed rate profiles that are synchronized with the engine data for these studies are shown in Figure 42. There are significant differences in the shapes of the rate profiles throughout the injection. The initial portion of the 50% and 0% ERS profiles show a more gradual ascent. The 50% and 100% ERS profile reach the same rate of injection after the transitional period of injection, while the 0% ERS reaches a value approximately 14% lower. This trend is also seen with the peak rate of injection where the 100% and 50% ERS profiles match and the 0% ERS profile is lower. However, the difference here is not quite as drastic with a difference of 7% between the peak values. In order to obtain the same amount of fuel injected, the duration of injection varies between the three cases. Figure 42(c) shows the actual fuel delivery achieved in these cases and it can be seen that they are quite close.

It can be seen that there is variance in apparent SOI amongst the three rate profiles for both studies as is shown. For case A (Figure 42(a)), the 50% ERS injection begins first followed by the 100% ERS and finally the 0% ERS profile. Fuel injection for the 100% and 50% ERS injections ends near the same time, while the 0% ERS injection continues for an additional 8° CA in order to inject an equal amount of fuel. In Figure 42(b) the SOI timing is adjusted to align the location of CA50 for the three rate profile cases. This results in an earliest apparent SOI for the 0% ERS injection, followed by the 50%, and finally the 100% ERS injection. The end of injection for the three profiles is nearly aligned.
Figure 42. Fuel injection rate profiles for 21 MPa oil rail pressure, constant fuel delivery, at 100%, 50%, and 0% ERS (a) at -8°CA aTDC SOI and (b) constant CA50 (varied SOI). (c) Fuel delivery for all cases of rate shaping (error bars represent 1 standard deviation)
5.3.2 Combustion Analysis

Cylinder pressure is shown in Figure 43 and peak pressure information is shown in Table V. Overall peak cylinder pressures are higher for case B. The injection timing is earlier for these trials, thus giving more time for the fuel to mix and yielding a higher pressure peak. For both cases A and B the peak pressures for 100% and 50% ERS are close to each other with a peak pressure for 0% ERS that is lower in case A and higher in case B. It can be seen that there is more difference in the expansion stroke for case A amongst the injection rate cases than is seen in case B with 0% ERS injection being quite lower than the 50% and 100% ERS injections. In case B, the start of combustion for the 0% ERS leads, followed by the 50% and 100% ERS profiles while the pressure curve is coincident after 20° CA.

![Figure 43](image_url)

Figure 43. Cylinder pressure for the case of 21 MPa oil rail pressure, constant fuel delivery, and three rate profiles at (a) -8° CA aTDC SOI and (b) constant CA50.
Table V. Peak pressure values and locations for three ERS rate profiles at -8°CA aTDC SOI (Case A) and constant CA50 (Case B).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE A: -8° CA aTDC SOI</th>
<th>100% ERS</th>
<th>50% ERS</th>
<th>0% ERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak Pressure [bar]</td>
<td>76.7</td>
<td>76.0</td>
<td>71.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Peak Pressure [°CA aTDC]</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE B: Constant CA 50</th>
<th>100% ERS</th>
<th>50% ERS</th>
<th>0% ERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak Pressure [bar]</td>
<td>80.8</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>82.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of Peak Pressure [°CA aTDC]</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Heat Release Rate (HRR) along with ROI profile are shown in Figure 44. Integrating these curves and normalizing will yield the mass fraction burned and injected as shown in Figure 45. Overall larger differences are seen when the SOI command is constant (Case A) than when CA50 is constant (Case B).

For case A [-8° CA aTDC SOI - Figure 44(a) and Figure 45(a)], there is a large variation in the premix peak with 100% ERS having the highest value, followed by 50% ERS, then 0% ERS. Taking a look at the corresponding ROI curves, there is much less fuel injected during this early stage for the 0% ROI injection than for the other two profiles which could yield a lower premix peak. Although the amount of fuel injected is comparable at this stage for the 50% and 100% ERS injections, the 100% ERS gives a higher premix peak. There is higher rate of injection pressure change for the 100% ERS which could result in better mixing and thus higher heat release in the premix burn. There is good agreement in phasing and peak of the diffusion burn for 50% and 100% ERS injections while the 0% ERS injection is delayed. Overall the 0% ERS injection introduces fuel into the cylinder later in the cycle, resulting in the later diffusion burn.
Figure 44. Heat release rate and rate of injection profiles for the three ERS conditions at 21 MPa oil rail pressure, constant fuel delivery, and three rate profiles at (a) -8° CA aTDC SOI and (b) constant CA50.

When maintaining constant CA50 [case B – Figure 44(b) and Figure 45(b)], the injection is advanced in the boot profiles. The premix burn peak decreases as the boot injection pressure decreases (100% ERS high, 50% ERS medium, 0% ERS low) but does not show the large differences seen in case A. The fuel has a longer time to mix in the cylinder before combustion begins which compensates for the lower rise in injection pressure. The peak in diffusion burn agrees well among the three injection rate conditions. The duration of the diffusion burn is longest for the 0% ERS injection and shortest for the 100% ERS injection.
Figure 45. Mass fraction burned and Mass fraction injected for the three ERS conditions at 21 MPa oil rail pressure, constant fuel delivery, and three rate profiles at (a) -8° CA aTDC SOI and (b) constant CA50.

Locations of 5%, 10%, 50%, and 90% mass fraction burned and injected are shown graphically in Figure 46. Tables VI and VII show these values along with the location of apparent SOI. The numbers in italics and parenthesis show the value of that interval between that location and the apparent start of injection. Ignition delay (ID) as discussed here is defined as the time from apparent SOI to that of CA5.

For both studies, the trend in ignition delay is the same where 100% ERS has the shortest ID and 0% ERS has the longest ID. There are larger differences in these values for case A (12.7° - 19.3°) compared to case B (12.1° - 16.7°). Figure 45 shows that more mass is injected before the piston has reached TDC for case B than for case A. During this stage in the cycle, temperature and pressure are rising which is more conducive to ignition and a shorter delay.
Figure 46. Locations of 5%, 10%, 50%, and 90% mass fraction burned and mass fraction injected burned for all rate shapes at 21 MPa oil rail pressure, constant fuel quantity at (a) -8° CA aTDC SOI and (b) constant CA50.

The mass fraction injected and mass fraction burned values reported in Table VI show similar trends to those reported in the original experiment (cf. Table IV). Although the fuel quantity between the two studies differs, the initial part of the combustion event should be similar. The soot radiation temperature shown in Figure 40 provide further evidence of combustion starting earliest for the 100% ERS condition, followed by the 50% ERS injection, and lastly the 0% ERS profile.
Table VI. Locations of apparent SOI, mass fraction injected and burned for all rate shapes at 21 MPa oil rail pressure, constant fuel quantity, and -8° CA aTDC SOI. Numbers in italics and parentheses are the differences between that point and the apparent SOI for that condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crank Angle [°CA aTDC]</th>
<th>100% ERS</th>
<th>50% ERS</th>
<th>0% ERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apparent SOI</td>
<td>-7.6</td>
<td>-9.9</td>
<td>-6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Fraction Injected</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>-5.4 (2.3)</td>
<td>-6.4 (3.4)</td>
<td>-1.6 (5.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>-3.9 (3.7)</td>
<td>-4.8 (5.1)</td>
<td>0.4 (7.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>5.3 (12.9)</td>
<td>5.5 (15.4)</td>
<td>11.5 (18.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>13.2 (20.8)</td>
<td>13.8 (23.7)</td>
<td>19.9 (26.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Fraction Burned</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5.1 (12.7)</td>
<td>6.2 (16.1)</td>
<td>12.7 (19.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>6.8 (14.4)</td>
<td>8.1 (18.0)</td>
<td>14.5 (21.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>18.7 (26.3)</td>
<td>20.5 (30.3)</td>
<td>26.8 (33.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>58.7 (66.3)</td>
<td>60.1 (70.0)</td>
<td>61.2 (67.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VII. Locations of apparent SOI, mass fraction injected and burned for all rate shapes at 21 MPa oil rail pressure, constant fuel quantity, and constant CA50. Numbers in italics and parentheses are the differences between that point and the apparent SOI for that condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crank Angle [°CA aTDC]</th>
<th>100% ERS</th>
<th>50% ERS</th>
<th>0% ERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apparent SOI</td>
<td>-10.6</td>
<td>-13.9</td>
<td>-17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Fraction Injected</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>-8.4 (2.3)</td>
<td>-10.4 (3.4)</td>
<td>-12.6 (5.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>-6.9 (3.7)</td>
<td>-8.8 (5.1)</td>
<td>-10.6 (7.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>2.3 (12.9)</td>
<td>1.5 (15.4)</td>
<td>0.5 (18.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>10.2 (20.8)</td>
<td>9.8 (23.7)</td>
<td>8.8 (26.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass Fraction Burned</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>1.5 (12.1)</td>
<td>1.7 (15.6)</td>
<td>-0.8 (16.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>3.4 (14.0)</td>
<td>3.8 (17.7)</td>
<td>1.8 (19.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>16.0 (26.6)</td>
<td>17.1 (30.9)</td>
<td>16.3 (33.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>58.8 (69.4)</td>
<td>59.6 (73.4)</td>
<td>59.5 (77.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 47. Mean gas temperature for all rate shapes at 21 MPa oil rail pressure, constant fuel quantity at (a) -8° CA aTDC SOI and (b) constant CA50.

Bulk gas temperature is calculated from the measured cylinder pressure and is shown in Figure 47. For case A, larger differences are seen between the lower boot pressure injection (0% ERS) and the medium and high boot pressure injections (50% ERS and 100% ERS). This reduction in burned products temperature correlates with the lower initial heat release rate and lower amount of fuel burned in the premixed combustion. However, this behavior is reversed when the CA50 is aligned between the rate profiles (case B). Temperature is slightly higher for the 0% and 50% ERS in the early part of combustion and nearly matches in the diffusion burn.
5.3.3 **Engine Performance and Emissions**

The effect of increased injection pressure rise rate (increasing % ERS) on brake mean effective pressure (BMEP) is shown in Figure 48 and on brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC) in Figure 49. For case A, the BMEP increases as the boot injection pressure increases while it remains fairly consistent for case B. The BSFC, representing the ratio of fuel flow to power generated, decreases with increase of injection pressure rise rate for both cases. This agrees with the behavior seen in the combustion analysis which showed higher peak cylinder pressures for case B for all injection profiles and lower peak cylinder pressures in case A for the 0% ERS injection. Advancing the SOI timing for case B allows for more fuel being burned early in the cycle and more power generated.

![Figure 48. Brake Mean Effective Pressure for all rate shapes at 21 MPa oil rail pressure, constant fuel quantity at (a) -8° CA aTDC SOI and (b) constant CA50.](image)
Figure 49. Brake specific fuel consumption for all rate shapes at 21 MPa oil rail pressure, constant fuel quantity at (a) -8° CA aTDC SOI and (b) constant CA50.

Figure 50. Relationship between CO and NO\textsubscript{x} emissions for all rate shapes at 21 MPa oil rail pressure, constant fuel quantity at (a) -8° CA aTDC SOI and (b) constant CA50.
The relationship between NO\textsubscript{x} and CO emissions are shown in Figure 50. It is expected that lowering the combustion temperature would decrease the NO\textsubscript{x} emissions. When looking at the case of common SOI timing (case A) a reduction in temperature (cf. Figure 47(a)) and resultant decrease in NO\textsubscript{x} emissions is visible as the initial injection pressure rise rate decreases (100% to 0% ERS). However this comes with a penalty in power generation (cf. Figure 48(a)). Advancing the SOI timing to align the CA50 yields similar power across injection rate shapes (cf. Figure 48(b)) and causes the temperature of the 0% ERS injection to rise to values that were reached in the 100% and 50% ERS cases (cf. Figure 47(b)). This action removes the NO\textsubscript{x} benefit and incurs a penalty in CO emissions as seen in Figure 50. The poorer mixing that results from the boot profiles can be attributed for this behavior as CO emissions correspond with less efficient combustion.

The CA50 for the 100% and 50% ERS are matched with each other in each study at ~19.5° for case A and ~16.5° for case B. Comparing only the 100% and 50% ERS injections between case A and case B it can be seen that there is a temperature increase when advancing the CA50 (cf. Figure 47) which results in an increase of NO\textsubscript{x} emissions (CO emissions are comparable). Again this reduction in NO\textsubscript{x} also involves a reduction in BMEP (cf. Figure 48). This suggests that the location of CA50 has a larger impact on the NO\textsubscript{x} generation than the initial portion of the injection rate profile as there is a larger reduction in NO\textsubscript{x} between the Case B_100% ERS condition and the Case A_100% ERS condition than there is between the Case B_100% ERS condition and the Case B_50% ERS case.

5.4 Summary

In this study, the effect of rate of injection profile on combustion and engine performance is investigated. Three injection rate shapes (100%, 50%, and 0% ERS) are studied with the largest variation in the initial transient portion of the injection event.
The first study kept the injection quantity and SOI timing commands to the ECU constant. It was found that the mass delivered between the three rate profiles differed as the boot pressure decreased and that the apparent SOI differed for each injection. In-cylinder imaging allowed for calculation of soot radiation temperature. These results, along with the heat release rate showed that the mass fraction burned are close for the 100% and 50% ERS injections where the 0% ERS condition trails on all accounts.

The next part of the study sought to correct some of the differences seen in the first exercise. In case A, the fuel injection quantity was kept constant across the three rate shapes by altering the command to the ECU. The SOI command was constant for all three rate shapes. For case B, the fuel injection quantity was kept the same as that in case A. The SOI command to the ECU was altered in order to align the location of 50% mass fraction burned. For case A, the 0% ERS case was delayed for all locations of mass fraction injected and mass fraction burned, while for case B, the 0% ERS case was advanced, followed by 50% ERS, and 100% ERS in order to align the location of 50% mass fraction burned.

Injection rate modulation is designed to decrease the fuel available for the premix burn and lower the temperature in order to decrease NO\textsubscript{x} emissions. In Case A, it is found that slowing the initial injection rate does achieve a NO\textsubscript{x} reduction with little effect on CO emissions, however it also decreases the BMEP, increases the BSFC. When the injections are advanced to align the location of 50% mass fraction burned, there is little difference in BMEP and BSFC across the injection rate shapes, however the NO\textsubscript{x} benefit is no longer achieved with a slight penalty in CO emissions. Comparing the 100% and 50% ERS injections across the two cases (constant SOI and constant CA50) it can be seen that location of CA50 has a higher effect than slower initial injection rate on BMEP, BSFC, and NO\textsubscript{x} emissions.
6 RESULTS – ALTERNATIVE FUEL STUDY

Parts of this chapter have been previously published as:


The study of phytol was completed using a multi-step approach. The first step involved analysis of the chemical and physical properties of phytol and its blends with diesel. Next, robust in-nozzle flow simulations were performed to characterize the cavitation, turbulence, and flow characteristics of phytol and diesel [92,93]. The final step of this work was to perform engine experiments with the blends of phytol and diesel and compare them to baseline diesel data.

6.1 Fuel Property Assessment

Samples of phytol, diesel, and their blends were sent to an external source for analysis of their physical and chemical properties [94,95] where all tests were performed in accordance to ASTM standards [96]. A distillation curve of phytol was produced using gas chromatography. Cetane number was tested by combustion in a constant volume chamber. Heat of combustion was determined in a bomb calorimeter. Note, because of instrumentation limits, it was not possible to accurately measure the vapor pressure of the blends. Hence, it was calculated using simple mixing rules. As indicated in Tables VIII and IX, several of the properties (relative hydrogen content, cetane number, heat of combustion, density, etc.) are not noticeably different for diesel, phytol, and their blends. However, there is significant difference with
respect to their viscosity and vapor pressure. Knowledge of these properties is important for both the inner-nozzle computational study, and also for the experimental investigation of the combustion and emission characteristics of the blends.

Table VIII. Comparison of physical and chemical properties of phytol and diesel fuels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel Property</th>
<th>Diesel</th>
<th>Phytol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbon content [wt%]</td>
<td>86.64</td>
<td>80.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen content [wt%]</td>
<td>13.01</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygen content [wt%]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular weight [g/mole]</td>
<td>~170</td>
<td>296.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulphur content [ppm]</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>&lt; 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat of combustion [kJ/kg]</td>
<td>45,500</td>
<td>43,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat of vaporization [kJ/kg]</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cetane number</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>45.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density @ 25°C [kg/m³]</td>
<td>849.2</td>
<td>850.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vapor pressure @ 25°C [Pa]</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity @ 25°C [cSt]</td>
<td>3.775</td>
<td>63.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boiling point [°C]</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>358</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IX. Comparison of the physical and chemical properties of phytol, diesel, and three blends

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel Property</th>
<th>Diesel</th>
<th>P5</th>
<th>P10</th>
<th>P20</th>
<th>Phytol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbon content [wt%]</td>
<td>86.64</td>
<td>86.54</td>
<td>85.87</td>
<td>84.7</td>
<td>85.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulphur content [ppm]</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>&lt; 10</td>
<td>&lt; 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat of combustion [kJ/kg]</td>
<td>45,500</td>
<td>45,400</td>
<td>45,400</td>
<td>45,100</td>
<td>45,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cetane number</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>47.0</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td>45.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density @ 25°C [kg/m³]</td>
<td>849.2</td>
<td>849</td>
<td>849</td>
<td>849.2</td>
<td>850.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vapor pressure @ 25°C [Pa]</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity @ 25°C [cSt]</td>
<td>3.775</td>
<td>4.115</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>6.142</td>
<td>63.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.2 Experimental Test Matrix

The engine was maintained at a constant speed of 1500 rpm. The engine specifications are provided in Table I of section 2.4. Since the HEUI injection system is used, the injection pressure is an artifact of oil rail pressure. In this work, the oil rail pressure was kept at 240 bar, which corresponds to a maximum injection pressure of 1584 bar according to the 6.6 ratio of the intensifier piston in the injector [61]. The quantity of fuel injected was maintained at a constant command of 100 mm$^3$/injection event. There was slight variation in actual delivery, which will be discussed later in the text. Intake and exhaust pressures were maintained at 1.54 and 1.39 bar, respectively. Blends of 5%, 10%, and 20% by volume of phytol (referred to as P5, P10, and P20, respectively) were compared to 100% diesel fuel. An injection timing sweep of three different locations of start of injection (SOI) was performed (8°, 4°, and 0° before top dead center [BTDC]). This results in a total of 12 different conditions, with 9 of them using phytol/diesel blends.

Table X. Experimental test matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engine Speed</td>
<td>1500 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake Pressure</td>
<td>1.54 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exhaust Pressure</td>
<td>1.39 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection Quantity</td>
<td>100 mm$^3$/inj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil Rail Pressure</td>
<td>240 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Injection Pressure)</td>
<td>(1584 bar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel</td>
<td>100% Diesel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5% Phytol/95% Diesel (P5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10% Phytol/90% Diesel (P10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20% Phytol/80% Diesel (P20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection Timing</td>
<td>8° BTDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4° BTDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0° BTDC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table X gives more information on the test matrix. It is important to note how the SOI is controlled in the present set up. The software controlling the injection system allows for an input of SOI location (i.e., 8 degrees BTDC). The HEUI uses a double pulse solenoid current to give a single injection event. The internal map in the ECU governs the timing of the actual current executed in engine testing.

6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 Properties of Fuel Blends

Distillation curves of phytol and diesel are shown in Figure 51, where it can be seen that the boiling point for pure phytol is higher than that of diesel. Properties of pure diesel and phytol can be seen in Table VIII. Most of the values are similar, with the larger differences in oxygen content, vapor pressure, and viscosity. On a long-term basis, higher viscosity fuel could cause problems such as engine deposits, injector coking, injector pump failure, and piston ring sticking [97]. The effects of fuel viscosity on engine performance have been widely studied with inconclusive findings. With regards to combustion, some have seen that higher viscosity could cause a longer physical delay for injection and poorer fuel atomization than the lower viscosity of pure diesel [98]. Others have reported that combined with a higher bulk modulus and sound speed, higher viscosity leads to an advanced start of injection, shifting combustion phasing [99,100]. In the aforementioned studies, the injection systems discussed are those with a positive displacement-type pump, thus the advanced SOI with higher viscosity fuel may come from less backflow and losses in the distributor pump. In the present work, a HEUI is used, and such effects are not expected. Lower vapor pressure of phytol would lead to less cavitation in comparison to diesel. This was confirmed by our computational results discussed in the next section. Fuels with higher oxygen content should lead to lower soot production in the combustion process [101]. In addition, Graboski et al. [102] performed studies using soybean oil and diesel blends and found good correlation between oxygen content in the fuel and loss of heating value.
Fuel properties of the blends are shown in Table IX. It can be seen that blending brings the blend properties closer to those of pure diesel, and thus more reasonable to run in the engine.

6.3.2 Experimental Investigation

Diesel and phytol/diesel blends were studied in the single-cylinder Caterpillar engine as described previously. Injection pressure (by means of oil rail pressure) and engine speed were held constant. The command for injection quantity was also held constant at 100 mm$^3$/inj; the actual flow amounts are shown in Figure 52.
Figure 52. Actual amount of fuel injected per stroke when maintaining a constant injection quantity command. (Symbols represent the mean, error bars represent plus/minus one standard deviation, and the shaded regions show the range of maximum and minimum values. The dashed blue line represents the overall average with plus/minus one standard deviation indicated.)

Tat [99] and Usta [103] have observed higher volume of fuel injected in the case of biodiesel versus diesel and attributed this to the higher viscosity of the biodiesel decreasing backflow in the fuel injection pump. However as mentioned before, the use of a HEUI system would not have the same effects. In our study, it can be seen by the standard deviation and maximum/minimum flow rates of the different fuel
blends, that the actual fuel delivery is quite similar across fuel blends. The blending of the biodiesel with
the diesel has decreased the disparity in viscosity that is seen with neat fuel.

Figure 53 compares diesel and the phytol blends in terms of cylinder pressure near the combustion
event for the three injection timings of 8°, 4°, and 0° BTDC. For each condition, 100 pressure traces were
acquired, and the average pressure trace is shown in the figure. It can be seen that the blended fuels
yielded pressure traces similar to those of diesel, with only minor visible differences. Table XI shows peak
pressure values and respective locations in terms of crank angle for each of the SOI cases and various fuel
blends. The peak pressure values are close to each other in magnitude, with the largest difference in the
4° SOI case, even then only differing by 1.6 bar. The location of peak pressure is within 0.5 crank angle
degrees for all of the cases. The peak pressure decreases as SOI timing retards for all of the fuels tested
(cf. Figure 56). This can be expected as the time available for combustion is decreased as injection gets
closer to TDC. This same behavior in which the phytol blends produced results comparable to those of
diesel is seen for all injection timings performed.
Figure 53. Cylinder pressure plot of diesel and phytol blends for a case with the injection timing at (a) 8°, (b) 4°, and (c) 0° BTDC. (Zoomed image of each on right, SOI command indicated with pink line, ROI profile shown in dashed line)
Table XI. Peak cylinder pressure values and locations for each of the blends at various start of injection timings. NOTE: for 0 degree SOI timing case, peak cylinder pressure corresponds to compression pressure and not to combustion pressure. *indicates peak cylinder pressure from combustion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start of Injection Timing [°CA BTDC]</th>
<th>Fuel Type</th>
<th>Peak Cylinder Pressure [bar]</th>
<th>Coefficient of Variation (COV)</th>
<th>Location of Peak Cylinder Pressure [°CA BTDC]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>79.38</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>-5.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>78.78</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>-6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>78.60</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>-5.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P20</td>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>79.51</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>-5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>74.41</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>-3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>72.83</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>-3.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P20</td>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>73.43</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>-3.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>70.05* 68.50†</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>-0.19* -7.00†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>69.57* 68.37†</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.20* -6.20†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>69.33* 67.71†</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.20* -6.70†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P20</td>
<td>Diesel</td>
<td>69.52* 68.32†</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.22* -6.60†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 54 plots the heat release rate for the blends of phytol at different SOI timing. Overall there is good similarity between all the cases, although slightly more difference is seen in the premix burn phase compared to the diffusion burn phase of combustion. In the premix burn region the pure diesel shows slightly higher heat release rate than the phytol blends, with the curves collapsing on each other in the diffusion burn region. This is in agreement with the lower heat of combustion of the phytol/diesel blends versus the pure diesel. These differences are more pronounced as SOI timing approaches TDC. Phasing for the premix and diffusion burns displays good agreement between the blends at all injection timings.
Locations of 5, 10, 50, and 90% mass fraction burned are shown in Table XII. It is seen that the blends of phytol yield combustion phasing that is similar to the pure diesel. The combustion characteristics can be expected to be similar due to the similarities between the physical and chemical properties of diesel with the blends. It is likely that neat phytol would yield larger differences, however due to the high viscosity, this was not possible to test.

Table XII. Mass burn fraction (MBF) crank angle locations (shown in °BTDC) for each of the blends at the various start of injection timings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8° CA BTDC SOI</th>
<th>Diesel</th>
<th>P5</th>
<th>P10</th>
<th>P20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5% MBF</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% MBF</td>
<td>-2.05</td>
<td>-2.33</td>
<td>-2.50</td>
<td>-2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% MBF</td>
<td>-13.00</td>
<td>-13.12</td>
<td>-13.25</td>
<td>-12.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90% MBF</td>
<td>-30.35</td>
<td>-31.27</td>
<td>-30.75</td>
<td>-30.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4° CA BTDC SOI</th>
<th>Diesel</th>
<th>P5</th>
<th>P10</th>
<th>P20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5% MBF</td>
<td>-3.91</td>
<td>-4.20</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>-4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% MBF</td>
<td>-6.34</td>
<td>-6.60</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>-6.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% MBF</td>
<td>-17.15</td>
<td>-17.25</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>-17.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90% MBF</td>
<td>-34.39</td>
<td>-34.80</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>-34.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0° CA BTDC SOI</th>
<th>Diesel</th>
<th>P5</th>
<th>P10</th>
<th>P20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5% MBF</td>
<td>-7.85</td>
<td>-7.85</td>
<td>-7.95</td>
<td>-7.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% MBF</td>
<td>-10.20</td>
<td>-10.50</td>
<td>-10.50</td>
<td>-10.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50% MBF</td>
<td>-21.50</td>
<td>-21.60</td>
<td>-21.80</td>
<td>-21.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90% MBF</td>
<td>-38.60</td>
<td>-39.35</td>
<td>-38.90</td>
<td>-38.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 54. Heat Release Rate plot of diesel and phytol blends for a case with the injection timing at (a) 8°, (b) 4°, and (c) 0° BTDC. (Zoomed image of each on right, SOI command indicated with pink line, ROI profile shown in dashed line)
Figure 55. Cylinder temperature plot of diesel and phytol blends for a case with the injection timing at (a) 8°, (b) 4°, and (c) 0° BTDC. (Zoomed image of each on right, SOI command indicated with pink line, ROI profile shown in dashed line)
Cylinder temperature is shown in Figure 55 for each of the blends and injection timings. ROI profile is superimposed on the plots in Figures 53 - 55 to give some idea about the introduction of the fuel into the cylinder. This rate profile was measured using a Bosch-Type rate meter using a diesel surrogate at the same conditions used in the present work [67]. The solenoid current from engine testing and from these separate rate meter testing are aligned and the corresponding rate profile is shown. Due to the small amount of the fuel available, it was not feasible to obtain rate profiles for the blends. While the rate profiles for the blends may vary slightly from the diesel fuel itself, it can be used as a conception of injection. Taking a closer look at the SOI command and ROI profile with respect to cylinder temperature it can be seen that the 8, 4, and 0 °BTDC SOI timings inject at similar temperatures (~1000-1025 K). However, for the 8°BTDC SOI case the temperature is rising at this point while the temperature for 4°BTDC SOI case the temperature is starting to decline and the 0°BTDC case the temperature has been declining before injection commences. These differences in pressure and temperature in the cylinder will have an effect on combustion, specifically ignition delay. Ignition delay as computed from the difference in SOI command timing to the crank angle location where the heat release rate is 40 J/°CA is reported in Table XIII. For the case of 8° CA BTDC SOI, it is seen that as the percentage of phytol increases, the ignition delay decreases. However this pattern is not visible in the 4° and 0° CA BTDC SOI cases where there is not a clear pattern in ignition delay behavior as the amount of phytol changes.

Table XIII. Ignition delay (shown in °CA) as computed from SOI command to time taken to reach a heat release rate of 40 J/°CA for each of the SOI timings and fuel blends.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Diesel</th>
<th>P5</th>
<th>P10</th>
<th>P20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8° CA BTDC SOI</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>4.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4° CA BTDC SOI</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0° CA BTDC SOI</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 56. Peak cylinder pressure and brake mean effective pressure for diesel and phytol blends with respect to start of injection timing.
Lapuerta et al. describe a variety of studies with biodiesel from different feedstocks [104]. A reduced BMEP is seen in some cases corresponding to the decreased lower heating value of the biodiesel used versus diesel. However, some groups have observed very small loss or even an increase in power using biodiesel [103,105,106]. This power recovery was explained by the increased density and viscosity which could lead to advanced start of injection and fewer injection pump losses, in addition to an improved combustion efficiency of the biodiesel since it is an oxygenated fuel. A shift of the combustion phasing would also result from advanced SOI timing. Figure 56 shows variations in peak cylinder pressure (PCYLMAX) and brake mean effective pressure (BMEP) with respect to the SOI timing using the diesel and phytol blends from the present work. Bars representing one standard deviation are shown on the plot, indicating repeatability.

For both BMEP and peak pressure, diesel is slightly higher than the phytol/diesel blends. Although all of the values are close, the greatest variability is seen at an SOI timing of 4 degrees before TDC (4% and 2% difference between the maximum and minimum values in BMEP and peak pressure respectively). It may be anticipated that phytol/diesel blends would yield a lower power as a result of the lower heat of combustion of the fuel. Also, the reduced cetane number of the blends suggests a lower attainable peak pressure. Although we do not have information on differences of SOI of the blends with respect to the pure diesel, no significant differences in combustion phasing are apparent (cf. Figure 54, Table XII). As is suggested by the inner-nozzle simulations performed, cavitation is lower for the blended fuels (primarily P10 and P20) due to the difference in viscosity. This reduced cavitation and higher viscosity may lead to poorer atomization of the fuel. These effects combined with the lower cetane number for the blends may be responsible for the lower BMEP and peak pressures compared to pure diesel fuel. This is more apparent at later SOI timing i.e., 4° and 0° BTDC. It seems that combustion is not fully developed resulting in marginally lower peak pressure and less power for the blends. Still, the values yielded for BMEP and peak pressure are quite close to each other, reflective of a interplay between the various properties of pure
diesel and the blends that are expected to lower power output (lower heat of combustion, lower vapor pressure, higher viscosity, and lower cetane number) and those that could contribute to power recovery (higher oxygen content).

Figure 57. Brake Specific Fuel Consumption of Diesel and the Phytol/Diesel blends at various SOI timings
Brake Specific Fuel Consumption (BSFC), the ratio of fuel flow rate to power, is shown in Figure 57 for all the phytol/diesel blends and injection timings. It can be seen that BSFC is higher for the phytol/diesel blends than it is for pure diesel at the varied SOI timings. Fuel flow rates for all of the fuels used were comparable (cf. Figure 52), while power generated was lower for the blends. This can be attributed to the lower heat of combustion of the phytol blends versus that of diesel. Phytol has a higher oxygen content, which is an indicator of loss of heating value of the fuel, and thus an expected increase in fuel consumption. Rakopoulos et al. showed that there was increase in BSFC only when the oxygen increase is from the fuel and not from the intake air [107]. It is well known that not the volume of the fuel, rather its energy that yields power. Thus, the reduction in heat of combustion in the blends can contribute to the lower power and therefore the higher BSFC is observed with the blends.

Figure 58. Brake Thermal Efficiency of Diesel and the Phytol/Diesel blends at various SOI timings.
Brake Thermal Efficiency (BTE) may be a more suitable measure for performance of the fuels since it takes into account the differences in heat of combustion of the fuel. This quantity represents the ratio of the engine’s power output to the energy input (product of fuel mass flow rate and lower heating value). BTE for the diesel and phytol/diesel blends at each SOI timing is shown in Figure 58. BTE values are close to each other for diesel and blends at all SOI timings, with diesel showing higher efficiency than the blends. Largest differences are seen at an SOI timing of 0 degrees before TDC with a 3.4% loss of efficiency comparing blends versus diesel. Since BTE takes into account the difference in heating value of the fuel, it seems that lower cetane number and vapor pressure are showing effect here by having a lower power output at similar fuel delivery.

Combustion imaging was performed for each of the blends for all injection timing conditions. Figure 59 shows sample images for the 8° SOI case at a location 4° after top dead center (ATDC). The endoscope must be removed when switching fuel sources in order to clean the window. Its removal and reinsertion can lead to variability in the image perspective, which can be seen in the figure. The endoscope enters the combustion chamber just between two of the six plumes on the nozzle tip. In each of the images, the top of the piston crown is indicated by the dashed line. With the injector nozzle located at the center of the image, two spray plumes are clearly visible in the front of the image. Adjacent sprays can be seen in the background too. An inspection of the combustion images (left side of Figure 59) reveals no discernible differences. The images can be used to perform two-color optical pyrometry to calculate the soot radiation temperature, as described in other studies. [33, 76, 77, 78]. The right side of Figure 59 shows the temperature distributions as calculated from the combustion images on the left. Qualitatively it can be seen in all cases that the higher temperatures are found around the periphery of the spray. This finding is consistent with the conceptual combustion model described by Dec [15]. At this point, it is difficult to make any generalizations about the in-cylinder combustion from the images obtained. Improvements to the camera repositioning after cleaning are needed to better quantify the combustion image variations...
observed. This is illustrated specifically in the P5 case where it appears that the combustion cloud is actually smaller, when in actuality the image perspective is altered by camera positioning.

Figure 59. (left) Combustion imaging and (right) temperature distribution of the 8° BTDC injection timing case for diesel and phytol blends shown at 4° ATDC; piston crown is indicated by dashed white line.
Each condition was tested twice with 4 repetitions each, resulting in 8 distinct measurements taken for each data point. Quantitative temperature results are shown in Figure 60 for the SOI timing of 8° BTDC. The data represented here shows the average of these 8 points with error bars representing the standard deviation at each location. This plot verifies that the average temperatures of diesel and the blends are close, although the values are slightly higher for diesel. This was consistent with the marginally higher thermal NO\textsubscript{x} emissions obtained with diesel, as indicated in Figure 61(a).

There is a high level of scatter seen for the P20 case towards the start of the cycle. This may be indicative of some instability caused by some differences in the fuel properties for this blend. Note that the temperature becomes much more stable towards 8 degrees after TDC. At this point, the injection event has ended, and there is no longer any fuel entering the cylinder. Further studies on repeatability during the time of injection would be valuable to understand this behavior.

![Figure 60](image-url)

Figure 60. Average soot radiation temperature for diesel and phytol blends for the 8° BTDC SOI condition.
Figure 61. NOx and CO as a function of injection timing
With regards to NO\textsubscript{x} emissions with biodiesel and its blends with diesel, typically NO\textsubscript{x} emissions increase with the percentage of biodiesel in the blend [108]. This has been explained by the advanced combustion phasing resulting from the physical properties of biodiesel that might yield an earlier SOI, which would produce higher temperatures in the engine cylinder. Other researchers have seen a decrease in NO\textsubscript{x} emissions when using biodiesel [109,110]. However, as discussed previously, SOI variation due to different fuels are not expected with the HEUI system. In the present work, lower temperature is observed for the diesel/phytol blends, which supports the lower NO\textsubscript{x} emissions compared to diesel, as shown in Figure 61(a). This lower temperature is a result to differences in mixing and combustion with the blends.

Generally, it is perceived that the increased oxygen content in biofuel would lead to more complete combustion and thus reduce CO emissions [40,104]. Ullman et al. showed that as cetane number and fuel oxygen content increase, CO emissions decrease [111]. In the present study, as the amount of phytol in the blend increases, oxygen content increases while cetane number decreases. Figure 61(b) plots CO versus SOI timing for diesel and phytol blends. At advanced SOI command timing (8 degrees before TDC), diesel has higher CO emissions. This trend shifts as injection timing is brought closer to TDC, with respect to CO emissions from pure diesel. Higher CO emissions from the P20 blend is seen at 4° BTDC, and from both P20 and P10 blends at 0° BTDC. It appears in the present study that there is an interplay between the oxygen content and the cetane number of the blends which is affected by combustion phasing (as a result of injection timing) as is seen in Figure 61(b).

6.4 Summary

In this study a heavy alcohol, phytol, is blended with diesel in different percentages and is run in a single-cylinder engine. Blending the phytol with the diesel yields physical characteristics that are close to pure diesel and thus conducive for engine testing. Cylinder pressure, performance, and emissions data are collected in addition to in-cylinder soot radiation images.
Engine performance quantities such as BMEP, BSFC, and BTE are in good agreement between pure diesel and phytol/diesel blends. NO\textsubscript{x} emissions values are close for pure diesel and phytol/diesel blends with the blends showing slightly lower values. No consistent trend in CO emissions is visible. These behaviors suggest that phytol may be a suitable blending agent with diesel for use in internal combustion engines.

A comparison of combustion characteristics as shown through the cylinder pressure and resulting heat release rate and cylinder temperature show very little differences between the phytol blends and pure diesel. Heat release rate for the blends is slightly lower than that of pure diesel with more differences noted in the premix burn phase. This can be attributed to the lower energy of the phytol in comparison to diesel. One effect of higher viscosity in the blends may be an altered start of fuel injection. Since the injection rate was not measured, this could not be quantified. However, since no significant combustion phasing differences are present, it appears that either there are not much variations in SOI, or the effects of other phytol/diesel properties counteract the effects of altered SOI timing.
7 CONCLUSIONS

Parts of this chapter have been previously published as:


7.1 Synopsis

The work presented here is composed of three parts with a common objective of examining the characteristics of fuel injection and its effect on engine performance and emissions. The first part explored the fuel injection and atomization behavior in the very near-nozzle region using x-ray diagnostics. The second part investigated the impact of the fuel injection rate profile on engine combustion, performance, and emissions. In the last part, blends of diesel and an alternate fuel with different physical and chemical properties than those of diesel were studied. These seemingly different studies had a common thread focusing on the impact of injection conditions on fuel spray, combustion, and emissions in a one-cylinder diesel engine.
7.2 **Concluding remarks**

7.2.1 **X-Ray Study**

Sprays from an unaltered tip of a production HEUI were investigated at engine-like ambient density using x-ray radiography for two oil rail pressures. Spray characteristics in terms of the fuel penetration, spray mass distribution, mass-averaged axial spray velocity, and cone angle were reported.

Rate of injection (ROI) testing was also performed to supplement the x-ray experiments. The ROI profile from the rate meter exhibited a slow initial rise compared to that from x-ray measurements during the transient stages of injection. Using ROI profile from the rate meter yielded gross underprediction in the simulations. Consequently, the x-ray radiography data is judged to be a more accurate measure of ROI when fed as input to the simulations during the initial transients.

Although a direct comparison cannot be made between the performance of the HEUI dual-fluid multi-hole injection system and common rail single-fluid, single-hole injection system; on a bulk level they show several dissimilarities. Naturally, the differences in fluid dynamics of a single and multi-hole injector contribute to these differences. In addition, some of these could be attributed to dissimilarities in the initial transient rise in ROI between the two systems.

Measurements were initially used for the validation of spray atomization and dispersion models in STAR-CD and later in CONVERGE software. Simulations indicated good agreement with experiments in terms of the fuel penetration. While the trends in mass distribution were captured, simulations noticeably underpredict the transverse mass density profiles, demonstrating the need for improved spray models in the near nozzle region. The unique data-set also resulted in the development of a new primary spray breakup model called Kelvin Helmholtz Aerodynamic Cavitation Turbulence (KH-ACT), which has become part of the commercial CFD code CONVERGE [13].
Some anomalous behavior was observed regarding spray penetration in that the lower oil rail pressure case exhibited faster penetration than the higher rail pressure case. Detailed analysis based on the mass distribution measurements in the region close to nozzle exit indicated some spray broadening for the higher rail pressure case, implying some interference of neighboring sprays. While optical images of the spray indicated that the shield performed effectively, improvements will be made for subsequent measurements.

To the best of our knowledge, this was the first time that quantitative measurements of sprays using x-ray radiography have been obtained from a single plume of a 6-hole, full production nozzle at realistic engine-like densities.

### 7.2.2 Rate of Injection Study

In this work the rate of injection profile was varied by altering the rate of pressure rise during the initial part of injection. It has been proposed that reducing the initial pressure rise rate will introduce less fuel during the early part of combustion, reducing the premix burn, lowering the NO\textsubscript{x} emissions. In the later part of injection, the pressure rise rate increases to improve mixing during the diffusion part of the burn. Three rate profiles were studied at a constant start of injection and then again by adjusting the SOI timing to align CA50 between the three cases.

A comparison is made between two rate profile cases (100% and 50% ERS), corresponding to high and medium initial pressure rise rate respectively, with CA50 aligned at two different crank angle locations – 16.5° and 19.5° CA aTDC. It is seen that advancing the CA50 increases peak pressure, BMEP, burned products temperature and thus NO\textsubscript{x} emissions. The effect of the initial pressure rise rate is not prominent in neither the NO\textsubscript{x}, nor the CO emissions.
It was found that when SOI was maintained constant, the decrease in initial mass injected yields lower peak cylinder pressures, and gives lower BMEP. There is a reduction in burned products temperature which comes with a reduction in NO\textsubscript{x} as the injection pressure rise rate is decreased. There is no visible trend in CO emissions.

When CA50 is aligned between the cases of varying rate profiles, there are less differences in peak cylinder pressures, BMEP, burned products temperatures, and thus NO\textsubscript{x} emissions. As the initial pressure rise rate is decreased, a CO penalty is observed that is likely a result of the poorer mixing in the boot profiles.

### 7.2.3 Alternative Fuel Study

This work focused on the use of a biologically-derived heavy alcohol called phytol (C\textsubscript{20}H\textsubscript{40}O) and its potential for displacement of petrodiesel. First the properties of diesel, pure phytol, and 5%, 10%, and 20% phytol/diesel blends were analyzed. The assessment of phytol’s physical and chemical properties revealed that it may be a suitable agent for blending with diesel fuel for CI engine applications. CFD modeling was performed by Dr. Sibendu Som to study the effects of the phytol on the inner-nozzle flow characteristics. With this knowledge, an experimental study was conducted to analyze the performance and emissions of various blends in a single-cylinder compression ignition engine. Important observations are as follows:

There are relatively small differences in the performance and emissions between diesel and phytol/diesel blends, indicating that phytol may be suitable as a blending agent with diesel. Simulations suggested that neat phytol fuel is not suitable for engine studies; thus, engine testing with this fuel was not attempted.
No significant differences in combustion phasing are visible in the range of blends used. This suggests that either there is not much difference in SOI, or the effects of the phytol/diesel properties counteract any of the effects of altered SOI timing.

NO\textsubscript{x} and CO emissions resulting from the phytol/diesel blends are similar to those exhibited by the pure diesel. NO\textsubscript{x} emissions of the blends are nearly identical with slightly lower values for the phytol/diesel blends. A consistent trend in CO emissions is not apparent.

In the case of advanced injection timing (8 deg BTDC) there are relatively more pronounced differences between the blends and the diesel, while the retarded injection timing case (0 deg BTDC) shows only minor differences.

Some instability is observed near the start of the combustion event for the P20 blend. However, the amplitude of this instability decreases once the injection event is over. Further studies on repeatability during the injection event for this blend would be valuable in the future.

7.3 Future Work

The motley assembly of studies presented in this thesis has led to an understanding of the importance of inner and near-nozzle characteristics – in particular the impact of rate of injection and physical properties on fuel spray, combustion, and resulting engine performance and emissions. The following recommendations are made for increased knowledge in these areas:

- In the rate of injection studies it was learned that modified initial injection rate impacts the combustion behavior in the engine. X-ray radiography studies of modified injection rate profiles will allow the visualization of the effect of the ROI on mass distribution in the spray.
These differences can then be correlated to combustion and heat release behavior observed in the engine. Coupling these sets of knowledge will additionally increase the capability of numerical simulation as differences in ROI profile and resultant mass distributions will be available.

- Alternative fuels are typically selected based on their similarities to existing fuels in use. However, depending on the feedstocks, large differences can be seen in physical properties such as viscosity and vapor pressure. While being tested in an engine, both physical and chemical properties are influencing the behavior. X-ray radiography investigations of alternative fuels with a wide range of different physical properties would bring about knowledge of the impact of certain physical properties without chemical reactions having effect. Along with rate meter measurements this information will help to characterize the impact of physical properties such as viscosity and vapor pressure on fuel spray.

- Differences in the heat release rate during the premix and diffusion burn stages were seen for the three rate profiles studied both for the constant SOI and constant CA50 studies. Each of these test conditions led to differences in emissions and performance characteristics. In-cylinder endoscopy testing at the different rate profiles would show differences in the combustion for these cases. Temperature and soot distributions could be calculated from these measurements which would then be possible. This would provide more information on the combustion cycle. This knowledge would allow for optimization of the use of these profiles in order to achieve desired conditions. In addition, soot data collection would be an ideal addition for these studies. It was seen that there was slightly elevated CO emissions for the boot injection profiles. Since CO typically trends with soot, this knowledge would show these effects in complement to the endoscopy measurements.
- Perform altered ROI studies using biofuels. Although it was not the case that the phytol/diesel blends produced higher NO\textsubscript{x} emissions, for many biofuels this behavior is seen. Injection rate modulation was effective in reducing the NO\textsubscript{x} emissions for some of the studies presented. This avenue could be explored and the behavior better understood with alternate fuels.

- Investigate the optimum location of CA50 while varying the rate of injection. This can be done for diesel in addition to alternative fuel blends.
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